



The hospital's recommitment to its 
obstetrics department has brought 
on a flurry of new programs and 
services, such as Super Siblings. 
Prospective siblings, getting their 
first look at a newborn baby, peer 
through the nursery window as 
Obstetrics Nurse Debbie 
Schmaleng, R.N., displays a 
recent arrival. See page 2. 
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James Crane, M.D., specialist in mater- 
nal-fetal medicine, is the new director of 
Jewish Hospital's Ob/Gyn department. 
New parents Charles and Sharon Veach 
dine on a special steak and champagne 
meal, provided for each new mother and 
guest during her s/ay at Jewish Hospital. 
Jewish Hospital: 
A Good Place for 
Having Babies 
By Linda Krohne Nitchman 
Dr. Crane performs an ultrasound test on 
Mary Jo Owen, a patient of the hospital's 
new genetic testing and counseling ser- 
vice. The test allows the physician to see 
and make photos of the fetus via a small 
television-like screen. 
Only two months have passed since 
The Jewish Hospital's new full-time 
chief of the obstetrics/gynecology depart- 
ment, James Crane M.D., moved in, but 
improvements in the department are well 
underway and evidently haven't gone 
unnoticed. 
As part of the hospital's commitment to 
strengthen the department, a full-time 
faculty with sub-specialties in endocrine- 
infertility and maternal-fetal medicine, 
equipment to support these specialties and 
added services are becoming a reality. 
Along with Dr. Crane comes the Wash- 
ington University School of Medicine Cyto- 
genetics Laboratory, which he heads. The 
laboratory, one of the largest genetics labs 
in the Midwest, will be moved to Jewish 
Hospital when renovation of the area 
where it will be housed is completed. 
Upon Dr. Crane's arrival, Jewish Hospital 
began providing genetic testing and coun- 
seling for specific abnormalities of the 
fetus. More than 80 different disorders can 
be determined through this kind of testing. 
An infertility specialist, Ron Strickler, 
A Good Place for Having Babies 
M.D., will be joining the staff on Jan. 1, 
1982, and will establish an endocrine labo- 
ratory upon his arrival. 
Alfred B. Knight, Jr., M.D., specialist 
in maternal/fetal medicine, who deals with 
high-risk pregnancies, is the third full-time 
faculty member. Until Dr. Strickler arrives, 
Diane Merritt, M.D., is working in the 
department. 
A shell area between the labor and 
delivery areas of the Steinberg Pavilion is 
being remodeled to provide space for the 
expanded staff, new labs and equipment. 
A supporting staff of 17 will be on duty 
when the new labs are completed. To 
accommodate the new full-time faculty, 
plans are being completed to enlarge the 
department's administrative offices. 
A change in the Ob/Gyn residency pro- 
gram provides a 32-member house staff 
who rotate between Jewish, Barnes and 
County hospitals. This arrangement was 
established to allow the residents to gain 
exposure to a variety of sub-specialties 
offered at the different hospitals. 
Full-time pediatric coverage for the 
nursery is now being provided through an 
agreement with Children's Hospital. Pedi- 
atric residents are immediately available 
from Children's Hospital when the need 
arises. They also are present prior to and 
during delivery if any complications are 
anticipated. 
New O.B. Services 
Improvements have allowed the depart- 
ment to offer a new service: staff gynecol- 
ogists for consultations with patients who 
have malignancies. This service is possible 
because three full-time gynecologist/oncol- 
ogists are now members of the department. 
Another new service that women in 
labor will appreciate is 24-hour availability 
of epidural anesthesia, under the guidance 
of James Jenkins, M.D., director of 
Registered nurses Linda Lacaillade (below) 
and Mary Beth Nester (right) demonstrate 
a new birthing bed. donated by the aux- 
iliary for the hospital's birthing room. The 
bed can be adjusted so the occupant is in a 
sitting position for delivery of the baby, 
allowing the mother to remain in the same 
bed during labor and delivery. The birthing 
room provides a home-like atmosphere for 
families who want as little interference in 
childbirth as possible. Most doctors con- 
sider it a safe alternative to home deliveries. 
of anesthesiology. 
New Equipment 
New equipment has been delivered, 
including a compound ultrasound scanner 
that will be used for both obstetric and 
gynecological patients. A new birthing bed, 
a special bed that can be positioned almost 
like a chair for delivery, is now in use in 
the birthing room. 
In addition, Dr. Crane has arranged 
with a private company, ADR Corpora- 
tion, to perform a $15,000 update of the 
hospital's current ultrasound testing sys- 
tem. The update will put the equipment 
on a par with the latest on the market. 
The following equipment is also being 
obtained: 
• four additional fetal monitors 
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"The qualify of medical care here is every bit as 
good as anywhere else, and the personal care is 
superior." 
a pH scalp monitor to better assess the 
amount of oxygen received by the baby 
during labor 
a glucose analyzer for determining blood 
sugars, which will be used both in the 
nursery and to closely monitor diabetic 
women in labor 
additional billirubin lights for the nursery 
infant warmers for the nursery 
Private physicians on staff here have 
evidently taken note of the improvements. 
The number of births at Jewish Hospital 
has markedly increased since last year, 
when the average was 88 deliver- 
ies per month. The July 1981 figures 
show a total of 166 deliveries. "If the 
volume continues to increase, we'll hit 
1,800 to 2,000 deliveries a year, which is 
about maximum for the present facilities," 
Dr. Crane says. 
He explains, "I believe... I hope the pri- 
vate staff was anticipating the change, and 
just knowing the department was going to 
have a full-time status, they began to talk 
to their patients about coming back to 
Jewish." 
One thing that will not change in The 
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Ob/Gyn De- 
partment is the personalized, high-quality 
nursing care for which the department has 
been known. According to Dr. Crane, 
"The quality of medical care here is every 
bit as good as anywhere else, and the per- 
sonal care is superior. There aren't many 
community hospitals which have specialists 
in maternal-fetal medicine on a full-time 
staff; in fact, none other than medical 
centers. And the proximity to Children's 
Hospital is a real asset." LjjJ 
Learning to hold a new baby is serious 
business when you're only 2'/'2 years old, 
as Stephen Sellmeyer demonstrates with 
assistance from Linda Kessler (Mrs. 
Ronald), volunteer and co-chairman of the 
auxiliary's obstetrics services committee. 
Karen Jelb, 2'/2, gets a look at herself 
wearing. Linda Kessler explains, "What 
the doctor and Daddy will wear when 
Mommy goes to the hospital. " 
Auxiliary Supports Babies 
The Jewish Hospital Auxiliary has a 
long-standing interest in obstetrics at 
the hospital. "We made a commitment 
that we would support the obstetrics 
department not only via public relations 
but financially whenever we could," says 
Phyllis Langsdorf (Mrs. Kenneth), auxili- 
ary president. 
When the hospital board of directors 
decided to retain and strengthen the de- 
partment, the auxiliary got busy planning 
new programs that would add services, 
while continuing established programs. 
The members also plan to purchase new 
equipment that might be needed. "We've 
always had an Ob/Gyn support program, 
starting with 'First Foto'," explains Ms. 
Langsdorf. "First Fotos" are the newborn 
photographs made in the nursery. "Pro- 
ceeds from the program have been used 
to purchase new equipment for the depart- 
ment from the very beginning." she says. 
Two New Programs 
Two new programs, the Grandparents' 
Refresher Course and Super Siblings, pre- 
miered recently. The grandparents' course 
is a two-hour class designed to update 
knowledge on childbirth and child care for 
new grandparents. The class was featured 
in the March/April 216. 
Super Siblings is a program designed for 
children ages 2V2 to 6 who will soon find 
themselves with baby brothers or sisters. 
The class is aimed at helping the child 
adjust to having a new baby around the 
house. During the activity-filled one and 
one-half hours, the children learn about 
feeding, diapering and caring for baby, 
using dolls as models. They try on masks 
and caps worn in the delivery room, and 
listen to their heartbeat with a doppler and 
stethoscope. They also color a bib as a gift 
to the new baby. 
A Good Place for Having Babies 
"Can you hear it?" asks Elaine 
Leuinsohn, director of volunteer services, 
holding the stethoscope to Brian 
Christman's ears while Linda Kessler 
presses the device to his chest. Stephen 
Sellmeyer center, and Julia Zorensky, 
right, await their (urns. 
At the same time, the mothers are en- 
couraged to attend a session which features 
group discussion of pregnancy, common 
fears and fantasies, and possible sibling 
problems, such as jealousy. The discussion 
is led by Judy Ross Goodman, a social 
worker in private practice, who volunteers 
her time. Parents are invited to attend this 
session even if they don't bring a child to 
the program. Volunteers and nurses also 
Has conduct the childrens' portion of the program 
and additional volunteers are being accepted. 
Reservations to attend the course are 
required. 
■■ A service that the auxiliary has spon- 
sored for nearly three years, labor room 
coaches, will continue. According to Irene 
Belsky, R.N., Ob/Gyn department, who 
trains the volunteer coaches, the program 
is very well received. Volunteers take 
classroom instruction on the concepts of 
relaxation and breathing techniques so 
im they can encourage and offer support to 
the mothers during labor and delivery. The 
labor room coaches perform no nursing 
duties and are not intended to take the 
■ M. place of the fathers, but rather to enhance 
their support. The coaches are even more 
essential to the woman who is alone 
(because the father is unavailable. "1 get a 
lot of favorable feedback when 1 make 
rounds and generally find that the father is 
grateful for the extra support," Ms. Belsky 
says. "I'd like to see enough coaches so 
we can cover all shifts." 
The auxiliary also helps recruit 
volunteers who will work in the Ob/Gyn 
department once a week, running errands, 
assisting with paperwork and helping with 
mim discharges. 
Additional programs are still in the plan- 
ning stages and will debut as the auxiliary 
continues to help make the Jewish Hospi- 
tal of St. Louis the best place to have 
a baby. ^ 
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"Ooooh!" says Gail Hartstein when daughter Lauren, 3, shows her bag of goodies from the Super 
Sibling class to "Mommy" and Judy Ross Goodman (standing), volunteer and social worker who led 
the adult portion of the program. Each child received a bag containing a delivery room mask and 
cap, a bib that they colored for baby and a photo of themselves dressed in delivery room garb. 
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Obstetrics Programs 
Super Sibling Programs: 
Monday, Sept. 14, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Monday, Oct. 12, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Monday, Nov. 9, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Classes limited; call 454-7130 for 
reservations. 
Grandparents' Refresher Courses: 
Wednesday, Sept. 16, 10 a.m.-noon 
Wednesday, Dec. 16, 10 a.m.-noon 
Call 454-7130 for reservations. 
Preparation for Childbirth (Five-week 
courses) beginning: 
Monday, Sept. 21, 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 26, 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 16, 7:30 p.m. 
Call 454-7520 for reservations. 
Cesarean Section Delivery: 
Special one-session class; call 454-7520 
for more information. 
Breastfeeding: 
Special one-session class; call 454-7520 
for more information. 
The Grandparents' Refresher Course 
attracted some media attention when 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat Reporter 
Susan Fadem. a Globe-Democrat pho- 
tographer and a KTVl-TV News camera- 
man attended a class, the first of its kind 




0' Robert Burstein, M.D., retired as chief of The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis' obstet- 
rics/gynecology department in July. The 
hospital thanked him for nine years of 
service as director with several parties 
and receptions held in his honor. Dr. 
Burstein will continue his association with 
the hospital through his private practice. 
The old and the new: Dr. Burstein with 
James Crane, M.D., new director of 
Ob/Gyn. 
Former directors of Jewish Hospital's 
obstetrics/gynecology department may 
be gone, but not forgotten, thanks to 
Robert Burstein, M.D., retiring director of 
the department. Dr. Burstein assembled a 
portrait gallery of the past department 
heads, which was dedicated recently at a 
reception held in the Brown Room. 
Dr. Burstein (left), Samuel Soule, M.D., 
(center), past directors, and Justin 
Kroner, M.D., inspect the portraits, which 
were on temporary display for the recep- 
tion before being moved to their perma- 
nent location in the Ob/Gyn department 
offices. Past directors included in the gal- 
lery are: Dr. Burstein, 1972-1981; David 
Rothman, M.D., 1956-1972; Helman C. 
Wasserman, M.D., 1953-1955; Dr. 
Soule (co-director), 1943-1952 and 
1972-1976; Milton H. Meyerhardt, M.D. 
(co-director), 1943-1952; Solomon 
Weintraub, M.D., 1938-1943; Samuel F. 
Abrams, M.D., 1937-1938; Fred J. 
Taussig, M.D., 1935-1936, and Hugo 



















An Age-Old Mystery 
By Denise Pattiz Bogard 
The innkeeper in Rembrandt's "The 
Good Samaritan" stands with his 
shoulders stooped and his hands before 
him as though trembling. One wonders if 
the astute artist had seen in the 17th cen- 
tury cases of what today we call Parkin- 
son's disease. (Sketch reprinted from The 
World of Rembrandt: 1606-1669.) 
There is evidence that Parkinson's dis- 
ease has been around a very long 
time. Goethe, the great German poet, 
noted that the innkeeper in Rembrandt's 
1633 sketch "The Good Samaritan" stands 
in a stooped posture holding his hands be- 
fore him as though in a tremor. Eighteenth - 
century French physician Sauvages dis- 
cussed the abnormal gait, now associated 
with Parkinson's disease. And James Park- 
inson actually identified all the major 
symptoms of the condition now bearing his 
name in his 1817 Essay on the Shaking 
Palsy. 
Parkinson's disease is not just ancient, it 
is also prevalent. The condition afflicts ap- 
proximately 2 percent of the population 
over age 50; the average age of onset is 
60. Based on these figures, approximately 
5,000 cases exist in the Greater St. Louis 
area. 
"Parkinson's disease is so common. 
Next to cancer and vascular disease, it is 
probably the most common neurological 
disorder we see, particularly in the elder- 
ly," says G. Frederick Wooten, M.D., 
consulting neurologist and pharmacologist 
for Jewish Hospital. 
Yet, despite its prominence and age-old 
past, there is much still unknown about 
the disease. No one is certain what causes 
Parkinson's disease or why and how it 
progresses; there are no precise laboratory 
tests for diagnosing it, and while there is a 
treatment, there is no cure. 
The Symptoms 
It usually begins with a tremor in 
the hands while at rest. If the patient is 
afflicted with Parkinson's disease, then 
muscular rigidity, a slowness of body 
movements (bradykinesia) and a loss of 
coordination will follow. At the onset of 
the tremor a neurologist will be watchful; 
after a second symptom appears, the 
prognosis becomes more certain, and with 
the onset of a third disorder, a firm diag- 
nosis can be made. 
As the disease progresses, so do the 
symptoms, eventually becoming disabling 
if untreated. Among these disorders: 
• tremors—one hand often is affected 
first, sometimes the foot; it is usually inter- 
mittant, causing more embarrassment than 
disability or discomfort. 
• rigidity—an overall feeling of stiffness, 
often referred to as "lead pipe rigidity," 
causing a tired aching feeling, persistent 
soreness or a cramp. 
• bradykinesia—literally means an 
absence of movements; all movements are 
slowed, or absent, causing stooped pos- 
ture, shuffling gait, or slowing of the auto- 
matic responses like eye blinking, swallow- 
ing of saliva and expressive movements of 
the face and hands. Patients may have dif- 
ficulties getting out of a chair or turning in 
bed and sometimes remark they feel as if 
their batteries have run down. 
• speech—patients may slur their words, 
mumble or speak so softly they cannot be 
heard. 
• mental function—some patients suffer 
symptoms of dementia (senility), and ability 
to reason and remember is impaired. 
• Parkinson's disease results in a pletho- 
ra of other symptoms, including a change 
in bowel habits and sluggish bladders, low 
blood pressure, vision problems, progres- 
sively smaller handwriting (micrographia) 
and other coordination impairments. 
Dysfunction of the Brain 
All of these symptoms reflect a basic 
dysfunction of a small group of nerve cells 
in the brain called the substantia nigra. 
These nerve cells produce and store a spe- 
cific chemical substance called dopamine, 
which acts as a chemical messenger, trans- 
mitting signals to the nerve cells in a 
11 
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region of the brain known as the striatum. 
When the substantia nigra cells are injured, 
or for some reason cannot produce or 
store dopamine, there results a deficiency 
of dopamine in the striatum. If the defi- 
ciency is sufficiently severe, symptoms of 
Parkinsonism begin to appear. 
Brain dopamine depletion can come 
about in various ways—the nerve cells 
may deteriorate or be injured by a tumor, 
stroke, chemical agent or virus. 
The actual cause of Parkinson's disease, 
though, is not known. "Pathologists classi- 
fy it as a system degeneration of the brain 
because specific groups of systems of 
nerve cells appear to be the target of some 
morbid process," writes Roger C. Duvoisin, 
M.D., author of Parkinson's Disease: A 
Guide for Patient and Family. "The dis- 
ease process seems to select very precisely 
only certain nerve cell systems. It is clearly 
not a random thing. The location of the 
affected cells is such that their deteriora- 
tion almost certainly cannot be due to 
poor circulation or to arteriosclerosis. Nor 
is there any sign of infection or inflamma- 
tion. The selective involvement of certain 
systems of nerve cells scattered through 
the brain and spinal cord suggest that an 
unknown toxin or a deficiency of some 
undiscovered nutrient may be responsible. 
Some think that there is merely a prema- 
ture aging process which affects the cells 
of the substantia nigra. The truth is that 
the cause or causes are simply unknown." 
The Treatment 
Fortunately, although there is no cure 
for Parkinson's, a relatively effective treat- 
ment is available. Two drugs are most 
commonly used: dopa, which is converted 
to dopamine in the brain; and Sinement, a 
combination of dopa and carbidopa, a 
drug that prevents dopa from being inacti- 
vated in the liver and other tissues, and 
thereby allows more dopa to reach the 
brain. 
Ms. Watson helps Corio learn to be 
more functional in the home. They simu- 
late breakfast preparations, working to 
overcome tremors of the hand and coor- 
dination impairments, two common 
Parkinson's symptoms. 
Dr. Wooten explains: "In fundamental 
terms, the drugs currently available for the 
treatment of Parkinsonism act either by re- 
plenishing brain dopamine or by modifying 
the function of the brain in such a way as 
to partially compensate for the deficiency 
of brain dopamine." 
With the administration of these drugs, 
relief from symptoms can be striking. Gen- 
erally, rigidity is completely abolished, 
tremor is greatly reduced, and the condi- 
tion of bradykinesia is at least partially 
relieved; in some cases, it disappears 
completely. 
Some side effects may occur, including 
nausea, loss of appetite, dizziness, dryness 
of mouth, jerking movements, a constant 
feeling of jitteriness and, not uncommon- 
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"Parkinson's disease is so common. Next to 
cancer and vascular disease, it is probably the 
most common neurological disorder we see, 
particularly in the elderly." 
Parkinson's Disease 
■■ 
ly, altered thinking, hallucinations or vivid, 
unpleasant dreams. When side effects ap- 
pear, they usually can be managed by a 
reduction of the drug dose. This requires 
that the physician and patient weigh the 
benefits of the drug against the problems 
presented by the side effects, Dr. Wooten 
says. 
For a variety of reasons, including the 
side effects, most physicians postpone 
drug treatment as long as possible. After 
several years on dopa or Sinement, clinical 
"swinging" or fluctuation occurs, in which 
the patient goes from symptom-control to 
lack of control or severe side effects during 
the day. 
Dementia also is part of the disease's 
progression, and whether or not this is in 
part caused by prolonged drug treatment is 
not entirely clear. Consequently, Dr. 
Wooten says, most doctors strive to 
minimize the role drug treatment may play 
in this process. 
"We want to hold off treatment as long 
as we can. 1 don't think any of us believe 
drugs cause these things, but we do know 
the longer a patient is on the drugs, the 
greater the chances for clinical swinging 
and dementia. 
"1 prefer not to treat patients who have 
the disease until their symptoms increase 
to the point of causing them social or pro- 
fessional embarrassment or until significant 
physical disability occurs. Some want the 
When Frank Corio, age 96, was first ad- 
mitted to Jewish Hospital for Parkinson's 
disease, his muscles were so rigid he 
could not get out of bed. After several 
weeks of physical therapy with Karen 
Preston, PPT. Corio is walking at a near- 
normal pace and climbing steps with a 
walker. 
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The upper picture shows a normal popu- 
lation of pigmented cells in the substantia 
nigra in a 68-year-old man. The lower 
picture shows depletion of these cells in a 
69-year-old woman with Parkinson's dis- 
ease. (Photo reprinted from Greenfield's 
Neuropathology.j 
treatment sooner than others because they 
are more embarrassed by the symptoms. 
The decision to start treatment varies with 
each individual's set of needs, circum- 
stances, personality and expectations." 
Lifespan Expectancy 
The average period of good response to 
treatment is about five years, says Dr. 
Wooten. He adds: "People get very 
depressed when they close in on the five- 
year figure. However, many patients have 
now taken dopa or Sinement for 12 to 14 
years and function at a very effective level. 
Also you have to consider that usually the 
patient is at least 60 years old before the 
initial onset of Parkinson's, so this doesn't 
reduce the normal lifespan by much. 
"The best predictor for someone's future 
course is how rapidly their symptoms have 
progressed from onset to time of treatment." 
Parkinson's disease is not a primary kill- 
er the way cancer or heart disease are; it 
is not the disease, rather the resulting 
complications that claim lives. One com- 
mon disorder among Parkinson's patients 
is an inability to swallow or breathe prop- 
erly. These respiratory problems often 
cause fatal infections. The symptomatic 
bladder irregularities can lead to severe 
kidney infections. In general, as a patient 
becomes more immobilized, his risks for 
other infections increases. 
The Role of Therapy 
To counter these complications, physical 
and occupational therapy often are recom- 
mended for Parkinson's patients at Jewish 
Hospital. Neurologist Richard Sohn, 
M.D., says he sends almost all of his 
Parkinson's patients through the hospital's 
therapy program because he worries most 
about the dangers from falling and pa- 
tients' inactivity—both of which are com- 
batted in therapy. 
Franz U. Steinberg, M.D., director of 
rehabilitation medicine, says he bases the 
14 
Parkinson's disease is not a primary killer the 
way cancer or heart disease are; it is not the 













physical therapy program for Parkinson's 
patients on the individual's needs. For 
each symptom displayed by someone— 
loss of balance, muscular stiffness, shuf- 
fling, uneven gait—a therapist works out a 
set of exercises, which must then be prac- 
ticed each day at home. Occupational 
therapists also work with the patients, aid- 
ing them with functional tasks such as 
shaving, buttoning and snapping clothes, 
and handwriting. For some, speech thera- 
py may be recommended, too. 
In addition, the home care and social 
work departments may be utilized. And, 
recently, the Jewish Hospital Auxiliary cre- 
ated a Parkinson's Education Program, 
which is available to meet the needs of 
patients and their families. (See accom- 
panying story, p. 16.) 
Future Hopes 
The real hope for Parkinson's patients 
lies in the future. Dr. Wooten and neurol- 
ogists across the country are actively re- 
searching dopamine depletion, trying to 
answer the many questions still surround- 
ing this age-old condition. They are trying 
to determine what causes the disease, how 
and why it progresses, how to effectively 
diagnose it and, most importantly, how to 
cure the brain's dysfunction. 
"Apparently, all of us reach our dopa- 
mine peak at age 20, and by age 60 or 70 
all of us are on the brink of Parkinson's 
disease," Dr. Wooten says. "We're trying 
to understand why some individuals go 
over the brink." 
Deborah Watson, O.T., works with Frank 
Corio in occupational therapy sessions to 
try to improve his coordination. Ms. 
Watson works on functional activities, 
like dressing and shaving, and on coor- 
dination exercises such as placing pegs 
in holes. 
There is conclusive evidence, he says, 
based on a National Institutes of Health- 
sponsored study of twins, that there is no 
genetic basis for transmission of the 
disease. 
"Another possibility under investigation 
is that persons destined to have Parkin- 
son's disease have fewer dopamine- 
producing nerve cells in the substantia 
nigra as a result of some damage in very 
early life." 
Perhaps these investigations will lead 
to data that will finally make this ancient 





Parkinson's Education Program 
In an effort to educate patients and their 
families on Parkinson's disease—a condi- 
tion that afflicts nearly 5,000 adults in the 
St. Louis area—the Jewish Hospital Auxili- 
ary is sponsoring a Parkinson's Education 
Program (PEP) beginning this fall. The 
program will feature three sessions a year 
and will be open to the public. 
Susan Levin is responsible for initiating 
the group in St. Louis. Many of her own 
relatives have the disease, and yet, she 
says, "I really don't know what to do to 
help. I can talk to doctors, but they don't 
have the time to listen to everything. I 
think most people need to talk to others in 
the same situation." 
With that in mind, Ms. Levin approached 
then-auxiliary President Lillian Dickler 
(Mrs. Donald) about the auxiliary sponsor- 
ing a Parkinson's education group. 
"1 thought Jewish Hospital could do a 
service to the public by educating people 
about the disease. I figured it was within 
the realm of the auxiliary." 
The auxiliary was amenable to the idea 
and, through the persistent efforts of Ms. 
Levin, PEP was initiated this fall with the 
first program featuring G. Frederick 
Wooten, M.D., who spoke on "Let's 
Learn About Parkinson's Disease." Shirley 
Cohen, MSW, of the hospital home care 
department, addressed the audience on 
"Where to Look for Help," discussing 
available home care aid, insurance and 
other benefits. (The November/December' 
1981 216 will carry full coverage of the 
event.) 
The St. Louis PEP group is structured 
similarly to other Parkinson's groups across 
the nation. The first PEP group was orga- 
nized in Newport, Calif., last January by 
Charlotte Drake. Since that time, 60 
groups have sprung up over the country, 
and 50 more are in the planning stages. 
Future PEP Meetings 
Future Jewish Hospital Auxiliary PEP 
programs will include a meeting in Febru- 
ary, in which Franz U. Steinberg, M.D., 
director of rehabilitation medicine, will 
speak on the importance of exercise for 
Parkinson's patients. The spring meeting 
will feature Ms. Amy Pollard, patient ser- 
vices coordinator from the American 
Parkinson Disease Association in New 
York, speaking on activities of other 
Parkinson's groups. 
Along with educating the public, PEP 
will offer a support system to patients and 
families. As Dr. Steinberg says of PEP: 
"As with all chronic illnesses and disabili- 
ties, people benefit a lot from discussing 
each other's problems. They benefit to see 
that there are others in the same situation 
and they function pretty well. There's a lot 
of moral support in this companionship." 
For more information on the Parkinson's 




There are five major organizations 
devoted to Parkinson's disease, each one 
a nonprofit association working indepen- 
dently, concentrating its energies in patient 
services, education, research and provid- 
ing information on other support groups. 
They vary considerably in organization, 
scope and purpose. Most have newslet- 
ters: all are anxious to help meet your 
needs. 
The groups and their addresses: 
The American Parkinson Disease 
Association 
116 John St. 
New York, N.Y. 10038 
The Parkinson's Disease Foundation 
William Black Medical Research Building 
640 West 168th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10032 
National Parkinson Foundation, Inc. 
11 Park Place 
New York, N.Y. 10007 
and 
1510 Ninth Ave. NW 
Miami, Fla. 33136 
United Parkinson Foundation 
220 South State St. 
Chicago, 111. 60604 
Parkinson Education Program Newsletter 
1800 Park Newport 
Suite 302 




The lightweight, solid-state C-Phone is 
manufactured in Chesterfield, Mo., by a 
three-man corporation; two of the mem- 
bers are deaf. It has a standard typewriter 
keyboard and special signals travel in and 
out of the device via a telephone receiv- 
er. Deaf users type a message, which ap- 
pears on the screen, either to another 
TTY user or to Contact's TTY. At Con- 
tact, a volunteer takes the message and 
relays it to the hearing person by voice. 
Hearing persons contact the hearing- 
impaired in the opposite manner. 
Access for the 
Hearing-Impaired Patient 
Responding to the needs of the area's 
deaf community, The Jewish Hospital 
of St. Louis has become one of the three 
local hospitals to provide TTY (teletype) 
services for hearing-impaired patients. 
TTYs are special home teletype devices 
that enable the deaf to contact other 
hearing-impaired persons via telephone. 
Patients at Jewish Hospital also will join 
about 500 area residents who utilize Con- 
tact, a St. Louis-based volunteer organiza- 
tion that forwards TTY messages from the 
deaf to hearing persons and vice-versa. 
Without Contact, the deaf could only 
communicate with other TTY users; now 
they can reach almost anyone. Users can 
also call special numbers to receive news 
summaries and weather reports. 
Although the TTY service is a relatively 
simple procedure, it is nevertheless an 
important one because it provides the 
hearing-impaired patient the independence 
and privacy that hearing people often take 
for granted. 
Jewish Hospital TTY services are borne 
of a concerted effort by Thomas Covey, 
M.D., and the Associates In Medicine, the 
hospital's community relations group. Dr. 
Covey, assistant director of the depart- 
ment of surgery, had expressed a desire to 
provide TTY services for hearing-impaired 
patients; the Associates responded by 
purchasing a C-Phone, a contemporary, 
sophisticated TTY that employs a televi- 
sion screen. Best of all, the C-Phone is 
portable and easy to operate. 
Seven hospital employees now can pre- 
pare the unit for use, and the C-Phone is 
available around the clock. Arrangements 
for the unit's use and training was coordi- 
nated by Director of Volunteer Services 
Elaine Levinsohn, who also has advised 
several local institutions of the C-Phone's 
availability, including the Central Institute 
for the Deaf, {g^ 
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Vascular Surgeon William Shieber, M.D., 
commonly uses magnifying eyeglasses 
while connecting blood vessels, many as 
difficult to discern as two-lane rural 
highways on a service station road map. 
Keeping the Body 
in Circulation 
By David Bay gents 
It is sometimes tempting, for clarity's 
sake, to employ analogies when discuss- 
ing complex topics. It happens frequently 
in medicine. For example, some aspects of 
orthopedic surgery are often likened to 
carpentry. When covering vascular sur- 
gery, though—the reconstruction of 
arteries and veins—the plumbing analogy 
fails. Vascular surgery, particularly with the 
smaller blood vessels, seems more like 
electronics—making sure all the wires are 
in the right place. 
Semantics aside, vascular surgery is eas- 
ily one of the most demanding in terms of 
dexterity and visual acuity. Practitioners 
routinely don special magnifying eye- 
glasses to aid in connecting vessels, some 
only two millimeters in diameter. 
Arterial Disease 
Vascular disease falls most heavily upon 
the aged and is confined to two main cate- 
gories, venous and arterial. Arteries carry 
blood from the heart to the capillaries (the 
tiny nutrient vessels of the body's tissues); 
veins take the blood back to the heart. 
Arteriosclerosis, or "hardening of the 
arteries," is perhaps the most widespread 
and dangerous of the systemic arterial dis- 
eases. It is a general term for a number of 
changes in the arteries that bring a thick- 
ening of the walls, loss of elasticity and, in 
some cases, calcium deposits. These 
changes can occur anywhere in the arterial 
system (see diagram) and may block ves- 
sels to the heart, brain, kidneys, intestines 
or extremities. (Arteriosclerosis of the cor- 
onary arteries, heart abnormalities and 
vascular problems of the lungs are the 
province of cardiovascular surgery. Periph- 
eral vascular surgery, the subject of this 
article, confronts abnormalities in the 
remainder of the vascular system.) 
Pain is most often the first symptom of 
arteriosclerosis; it occurs when an artery is 
severely narrowed or blocked. Such pain 
signals a greatly restricted blood flow. 
"These patients are hurting," says William 
Shieber, M.D., director of the Jewish 
■ 
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Vascular Surgery Vascular surgery is easily one of the most 
demanding in terms of dexterity and visual acui- 
ty. Practitioners routinely don special magnifying 
eyeglasses to aid in connecting vessels, some 
only two millimeters in diameter. 
The Doppler has several attachments, 
like this pencil probe that helps in making 
recordings and tracings of circulatory 
activity, which gives off a characteristic, 
rhythmic whooshing sound. 
Hospital Division of Vascular Surgery. "By 
far the most common site of pain is in the 
calf of the leg. Patients hurt when they 
walk, and the pain stops when they stop 
walking." 
Arteriosclerosis leads to impeded circula- 
tion, and if left untreated, it may progress 
to gangrene and require amputation of the 
affected limb. Treatment includes exercise, 
avoidance of smoking and occasional use 
of anti-coagulants (chemical agents that in- 
hibit natural clotting), but the main treat- 
ment is surgery, where the blocked artery 
is cleared or another vessel grafted into 
place, bypassing the blocked artery. 
Aneurysms 
Arteriosclerosis can so damage the walls 
of large vessels that they become dilated 
and at times form large bulges, or 
aneurysms. Such aneurysms may clot and 
disturb blood flow. More importantly, they 
may rupture, just like a balloon, and cause 
fatal internal bleeding. 
The most common sites for aneurysms 
are the abdominal aorta (the body's central 
and most massive artery) and the popliteal 
artery, just behind the knee (see diagram). 
With the abdominal aorta, the fear is that 
the aneurysm will rupture. If it does, more 
than half the patients die. One of the frus- 
trating traits of this aneurysm is that it 
seldom presents any symptoms prior to 
rupturing and must be found instead dur- 
ing routine examinations. If left alone, 
more than half eventually rupture. 
"With the popliteal artery," says Dr. 
Shieber, "the fear is not that the aneurysm 
will rupture, but that it will develop clots 
and block circulation to the leg. Then gan- 
grene may develop and the leg will have 
to be amputated. The idea is to catch the 
aneurysm before such events occur, put in 
a new artery that bypasses the aneurysm 
and tie it off so that all the blood is flowing 
through the graft." 
Another common, but no less serious, 
vascular disorder is the arterial embolism. 
In this case a particle, usually a blood clot, 
circulates in the blood, lodges downstream 
and blocks a vessel. Arterial emboli have a 
variety of sources. For example, patients 
who have had heart attacks or cardiac 
rhythm abnormalities may develop clots in 
the heart, and pieces of the clots may 
break off and block distant arteries. The 
threat of gangrene is imminent, for such 
emboli block blood flow. Treatment in- 
cludes anti-coagulation therapy and 
surgical removal of the clot. 
Venous Diseases 
Thrombophlebitis is likely the most prev- 
alent venous disease treated at any hospi- 
tal. Thrombophlebitis occurs frequently in 
bedridden patients and post-operative pa- 
tients, or it may occasionally occur in 
otherwise healthy persons. The precise 
cause is unknown, but small clots form in 
a vein, start a blockage process and elicit 
an inflammatory reaction (phlebitis). 
Thrombophlebitis most commonly in- 
volves the veins of the legs; 90 percent of 
cases begin in the calf. Treatment is lim- 
ited and involves anti-coagulants to pre- 
vent enlargement of the blockage until the 
body's natural defenses dissolve it. 
One fear in patients with thrombophlebi- 
tis is that they may develop a pulmonary 
embolus. Thrombophlebitis' early stages 
are marked by loose clots that can easily 
break off and form pulmonary emboli; that 
is, the clots are carried in the bloodstream 
into the lungs. Smaller particles seldom 
cause problems, but larger pieces may 
cause chest pain or shortness of breath by 
blocking blood supply to a portion of the 
lung. If large enough, an embolus may 
severely block blood flow to the lungs and 





Any vascular surgeon can assure you 
that gangrene (tissue death) is still a part 
of modern medicine. Any time circulation 
is restricted, gangrene is a threat, and not 
surprisingly, vascular surgeons see more 
cases than other surgeons. Vascular surgery 
textbooks devote entire chapters to ampu- 
tation techniques. "The number-one cause 
of amputation is inadequate circulation," 
says Dr. Shieber, "and unfortunately, 
amputation is still a common procedure." 
Tragic as amputations are, modern 
rehabilitation can relieve much of the 
trauma. "We are lucky here at Jewish 
Hospital to have an excellent rehabilitation 
department," says Dr. Shieber. "Rehabili- 
tation of the amputee is coordinated 
through the amputee clinic, where patients 
have the latest in prostheses and gait train- 
ing. We anticipate that our patients, even 
the elderly, will be up and walking after an 
amputation, and it's unusual if they don't. 
Many can resume normal activities follow- 
ing below-knee amputations. There is a 
big difference between having an amputa- 
tion now and having one 15 or 20 years 
ago." 
In any medical specialty, 
prevention outweighs cures. 
Vascular surgery is no 
exception. 
Diagnostic Trends 
For years surgeons have employed arte- 
riograms and venograms—the injection of 
non-toxic dyes—to reveal detailed outlines 
of blood vessels, where they are open and 
where they are blocked or dilated. The 
arteriogram, for instance, is essential for 
planning operations, but it is invasive. It 
causes pain and carries some risk of its 
own. When such invasive techniques are 
not crucial, Jewish Hospital vascular sur- 
geons are emphasizing non-invasive diag- 
nostic techniques. Last year the division of 
vascular surgery established a vascular lab- 
A popliteal aneurysm. Note the enlarged 
artery section behind the right knee joint. 
If left alone, chances are it would con- 
tinue to swell and eventually rupture. 
Fortunately. it was discovered during a 
routine examination. This one is compar- 
atively small. 
Louise Weber. R.N.. staffs the vascular 
laboratory, evaluating patients with the 
Doppler Flowmeter. Here she uses the 
Doppler in conjunction with special blood 
pressure equipment to check circulation 
in an out-patient's leg. 
oratory, where the primary diagnostic 
instrument is the Doppler Flowmeter, a 
sophisticated ultrasound device that 
detects changes in blood velocity and 
blood flow. When applied externally over 
a vessel, it can reveal much about a pa- 
tient's circulation from the strength and 
subtleties of circulatory sounds, but without 
the pain or risk of invasive techniques. It 
may also be used with special equipment 
to determine specific blood pressure in the 
arms and legs. 
Says Thomas Covey, M.D., vascular 
surgeon and associate director of surgery: 
"The non-invasive techniques are used to 
evaluate therapy objectively and to evalu- 
ate the progression of certain vascular dis- 
eases, saving the invasive techniques for a 
more definitive, precise anatomical diag- 
nosis. For example, a patient with an 
arterial insufficiency in the leg may be 
examined with the Doppler at six-month 
intervals to get an objective evaluation of 
changes in circulation." 
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Any vascular surgeon can assure you that 
gangrene is still a part of modern medicine. 
Anytime circulation is restricted, gangrene is a 
threat, and not surprisingly, vascular surgeons 
see more cases than any other surgeons. 
After borrowing an expendable vessel 
from the patient's leg. Dr. Shieber uses a 
saline solution to dilate the vessel and 
make certain it is sound before grafting it 
into place, bypassing the damaged section. 
Jewish Hospital is also active in small- 
vessel surgery and has been since 1967. 
That year, when most surgeons hesitated 
to operate on vessels below the knee, 
Jewish Hospital surgeons were among the 
nation's first to successfully use an artery 
in the foot for vascular grafting. The hospi- 
tal continues to act as a regional referral 
center for such small-vessel surgery. 
Prevention 
In any medical specialty, prevention 
outweighs cures. Vascular surgery is no 
exception. "What we're doing is only a 
stopgap measure," says Dr. Shieber. 
"We're working as hard as we can just to 
repair the damage that is already done." 
The prevention of vascular disease, 
though, is surrounded by uncertainty, espe- 
cially in dietary considerations. Scientists, 
for years relatively certain that dietary 
components such as excessive salt, satu- 
rated fats and cholesterol contributed to vas- 
cular disease, are in a state of re-evaluation. 
Recent studies indicate, for example, that 
some kinds of cholesterol may actually be 
beneficial by preventing vascular block- 
ages. Still, cautions Dr. Covey, "I think 
that a reduction in cholesterol, salt and fat- 
ty foods is probably worthwhile." 
Exercise appears to be of unquestion- 
able value in preventing vascular disorders 
or relieving existing ones. "For instance," 
says Dr. Shieber, "if people who already 
have blockages in their legs will do mild 
exercise, like walking or swimming or 
riding a bicycle, they will tend to have 
other vessels compensate, or carry the 
load for the vessels that are blocked." 
Cigarette smoking plays an enormous 
role in vascular diseases of all kinds, par- 
ticularly arteriosclerosis. "Cigarette smok- 
ing is directly related to arteriosclerosis," 
says Dr. Shieber. "Patients who stop 
smoking tend to improve. Patients who 
continue to smoke will have more trouble. 
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Vascular Surgery 
Just before dosing the incision, surgeons 
feel for the pulse that signals the opera- 
tion's success: blood is flowing through 
the graft. 
In one study of patients with vessel grafts 
in the aorta, if the patients stopped smok- 
ing, almost none of the grafts ever blocked 
up, but if the patients continued smoking, 
a high percentage blocked up. There is 
just no question that cigarette smoking was 
related to blockage of the grafts, and there 
is no question that smoking is related to 
the progression of arteriosclerosis. The 
only two things we do that are known to 
help people with arteriosclerosis are to 
have them stop smoking and do mild 
exercise." 
Dr. Covey concurs. "Two of the most 
preventative things a person can do to 
avoid vascular disease are to increase 
exercise and avoid all use of tobacco." 
Some American vascular surgeons 
suspect that genetics may play a more 
important role than either diet, exercise or 
smoking in one's chances of developing 
vascular disease. Varicose veins, abnormal 
swelling or dilation of the veins, possess 
some genetic components. But like dietary 
contributors, the genetic role is not yet cer- 
tain. To be on the safe side, Dr. Shieber 
recommends, "Always pick parents who 
live to be a hundred." 01 
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Jewish Hospital 
Two graduates of the Jewish Hospital 
School of Nursing recently were recog- 
nized as "Tampa's (Florida) Volunteers of 
the Year" by the Volunteer Action Center 
and the Walter F. Brooks Agency for Mas- 
sachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. The 
honorees: Annie and Becky Margolin, 
ages 72 and 70, respectively, and mem- 
bers of the nursing classes of '31 and '32. 
A list of their volunteer activities takes up 
several pages and dates back to pre-World 
War II days when they volunteered extra 
hours for Civil Defense as relief and emer- 
gency ambulance nurses in New York. 
They now live in Tampa. 
The Jewish Hospital School of Nursing 
has received the maximum eight years of 
continued accreditation from the National 
League for Nursing. 
Medical Staff Notes 
William J. Catalona, M.D., has co- 
authored a paper on "Interferon induced 
by S. aureus protein A augments natural 
killing and antibody-dependent cmL," with 
T. L. Ratliff and R. E. McCool. The paper 
appeared in Nature, 291:77, 1981. 
Dr. Catalona also co-authored with R. E. 
McCool a paper titled, "Current manage- 
ment of Iatrogenic splenic injuries in pedi- 
atric patients," which appeared in the 
Journal of Urology, 125;549, 1981. 
Murray Chinsky, M.D., travelled to 
Palm Springs, Calif., in May to attend the 
national convention of the Phi Delta Epsi- 
lon Medical fraternity. He is serving as 
president-elect of the fraternity from May 
1981 until April 1982. 
Raymond S. Dean, Ph.D., co-authored 
a paper with L. Smith and N. Schwartz on 
"Lateral Preference Patterns as a Discrimi- 
nator of Learning Difficulties," which ap- 
peared in the April 1981 issue of Journal 
of Consulting and Clinical Psychology. Dr. 
Dean is editor of Gramma, a quarterly 
publication for the National Academy of 
Neuropsychologists. 
Leonard W. Fabian, M.D., co-authored 
an article with S. L. Wilson Krechel and 
R. Ramirez-Inawat on "Anesthetic Consid- 
erations in Pseudoxanthoma Elasticum," 
which appeared in the May 1981 issue of 
Anesthesia & Analgesia. Dr. Fabian trav- 
elled to Chicago, 111., this spring to attend 
an educational convention of the Midwest 
Anesthesia Chairmen. 
Jerome J. Gilden, M.D., attended a 
two-day seminar in June on the "Total 
Knee, Arthroplasty Symposium with Bio- 
skills Workshop,"at Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity School of Medicine in Baltimore, Md. 
Doris Gilpin, M.D., has co-authored a 
book, Three Further Clinical Faces of 
Childhood, with E. James Anthony. The 
book was published this year. 
Jordan H. Ginsburg, M.D., participated 
in a panel discussion of the National Foot- 
ball League Team Physicians Association 
in Fort Worth, Texas, this past June. Dr. 
Ginsburg also travelled to New Orleans, 
La., to attend the second International 
Society of Knee convention in April. 
Jack Hartstein, M.D., was a member 
of the guest faculty of the department of 
ophthalmology, Emory University School 
of Medicine, Atlanta, Ga., where he took 
part in a June post-graduate seminar on 
"Soft Contact Lenses: Extended Wear and 
Daily Wear." 
Joseph Hazan, M.D., attended a con- 
vention on "Real Time Ultrasound in Ob- 
stetrics "at Washington University in April. 
James O. Hepner, Ph.D., has been 
promoted to full professor of health care 
administration as of July 1, 1981, for the 
Washington University School of Medicine. 
Robert Kleiger, M.D., has been ap- 
pointed acting chief of the cardiology divi- 
sion as of May 1981. Dr. Kleiger recently 
co-authored a paper on "Left ventricular 
function in end-stage renal disease-echo- 
cardiographic classification," with V. R. 
deMello, D. Malone, J. Fernadez, S. 
Thanavaro, J. P. Connors and G. C. 
Oliver, which will appear in the Southern 
Medical Journal. He also co-authored a 
paper on "The Effectiveness of anti- 
arrhythmic agents on early cycle PVCs", 
with R. J. Krone, J. P. Miller, K. W. 
Clark and G. C. Oliver, which appeared 
in the March 1981 edition of Circulation. 
Marvin E. Levin, M.D., has been ap- 
pointed a member of the Missouri Diabetes 
Control Program Advisory Board. Dr. Levin 
is also a member of their steering commit- 
tee and chairman of the task force on pa- 
tient education. He travelled to Colorado 
Springs, Colo., to speak at the National 
Conference for the Center of Disease 
Control on the subject of "Diabetes-related 
Lower Extremity Lesions and Amputa- 
tions," and he spoke at the Northlake 
Surgical Seminar on "Vascular Evaluation 
of the Diabetic Patient" and the "Treat- 
ment of Infections in the Diabetic." 
Morton Levy, M.D., has joined the 
professional educational committee of the 
Missouri Division of the American Cancer- 
Society. 
Charles Mannis, M.D., travelled to 
Palm Beach, Fla., in May to attend a con- 
vention on the "Athlete's Knee and 
Arthroscopy," sponsored by the American 
Academy of Orthopedic Surgery. Dr. 
Mannis spoke on "Soccer Injuries" at the 
Washington University International Soccer 
Camp in July. 
Julian Mosley, M.D., spoke on an 
"Update on Breast Cancer Treatment" at 
the Missouri Pan Medical Convention of 
the National Medical Association at the 
Sheraton Westport in June. 
Rashmi Nakra, M.D., co-authored a 
paper with David K. Zucker, Richard L. 
Livingston and Paula J. Clayton for the 
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Biological Psychiatry Journal on "Bi2 Defi- 
ciency and Psychiatric Disorders Case 
Report and Literature Review." 
William A. Peck, M.D., has been 
elected to fellowship in the American Col- 
lege of Physicians, a 51,000-member na- 
tional medical specialty society. Dr. Peck, 
a specialist in metabolism, will be honored 
during the convocation ceremony at the 
college's annual session in Philadelphia, 
Pa., April 19-22, 1982. Dr. Peck is one of 
14,000 physicians to be honored with fel- 
lowship in the college, a distinction signify- 
ing that a physician has been recognized 
by his colleagues as having attained a level 
of medical scholarship and achievement in 
internal medicine. 
Arthur L. Prensky, M.D., has co- 
authored a paper with J. L. Rosenblum, 
J. P. Keating and J. S. Nelson titled "A 
Progressive Neurologic Syndrome in Chil- 
dren with Chronic Liver Disease," which 
appeared in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, Vol. 304, 1981. Dr. Prensky 
travelled to Washington, D.C., in May to 
give a speech on "Developmental Disabili- 
ties" to the advisory medical panel of the 
Research Forum White House Conference 
on Children,Youth and Parents. Dr. 
Prensky also attended a convention on 
"Pediatric Neurology," sponsored by the 
American Academy of Neurology in 
Toronto, Canada, in April. 
Kenneth L. Russ, Ph.D., presided at 
the spring 1981 meeting of the Missouri 
Psychological Association in St. Louis; in 
addition, he chaired a conference at the 
meeting entitled, "Stress: Medical, Psycho- 
logical and Psychiatric Concepts and their 
Interface." Dr. Russ chaired a panel pres- 
entation at the 12th annual meeting of the 
Biofeedback Society of America in Louis- 
ville, Ky., entitled, "Biofeedback and 
Hypertension—Current Status." He served 
as discussant at the St. Louis University 
Medical School Grand Rounds, depart- 
ment of psychiatry, on March 17, for a 
presentation entitled, "Psychological 
Approaches to Hypertension." He also 
lectured in May at Clayton High School, 
presenting a talk on "Ethics and Psycho- 
"^WiN 
Mary Ann Cochrane. R.N., left, discusses nursing management of the aging with Isabele Stacey, 
R.N., visiting nurse supervisor from Birmingham, England. Ms. Stacey decided to visit The Jewish 
Hospital of St. Louis because of the strengths of its home care department and department of 
rehabilitation medicine, both of which work with many elderly patients. 
therapy," and in April at the department 
of psychology, University of Missouri-St. 
Louis, on "Legislative and Professional 
Psychology Issues." 
Richard Sato, M.D., has been named 
pediatrician-in-chief of the Jewish Hospital, 
effective July 1, 1981, replacing M. 
Michael Maurer Jr., M.D. 
Melvin Schwartz, M.D., attended a 
seminar on "Advanced Colposcopy" at the 
American Society of Gynecological Con- 
vention, held in May at the Chase-Park 
Plaza. 
Ben H. Senturia, M.D., was the guest 
of honor at the meeting of the American 
Laryngological, Rhinological and Otologi- 
cal Society, Inc., held in Vancouver, Brit- 
ish Columbia, May 1981. He delivered an 
address entitled "Some Long-Term Results 
of Therapy in Otolaryngology." Dr. Sen- 
turia also presided at the meeting of the 
ad hoc committee to revise the by-laws of 
the 100-year-old American Otological 
Society. 
Morton Smith, M.D., has received the 
"Teacher of the Year" award from the 
senior medical school class of '81 at Wash- 
ington University. Dr. Smith, a professor 
of ophthalmology and pathology, also 
received this award in 1976. 
Stanley Thawley, M.D., has been 
elected to fellowship in the American 
Laryngological, Rhinological and Otologi- 
cal Society in Vancouver, British Colum- 
bia, effective May 1981. 
Todd Wasserman, M.D., has co- 
authored two papers which appeared in 
Cancer Clinical Trials; "Clinical Trials of 
Misonidazole in the United States," with J. 
Stetz and T. L. Phillips; and "Differential 
protection against cytotoxic chemothera- 
peutic effects on bone marrow CFU's by 
WR-2721," with T. L. Phillips, G. Ross 
and L. J. Kane. He also co-authored a 
paper on "Radiation Therapy Oncology 
Group Clinical Trials with Misonidazole," 
for Cancer. Dr. Wasserman discussed "Dif- 
ferential Protection Against Cytotoxic 
Chemotherapeutic Effects on Bone Mar- 
row CFUs, Intestinal Crypt Cells and 
EMT-6 Tumor," to the American Associa- 
tion Cancer Research group in Washing- 
ton, D.C., this April. He travelled to Mich- 
igan in June to discuss "Radiation Sensitiz- 
ers," at the Radiation Therapy Oncology 
convention. 
Michael H. Winer, M.D., published a 
paper on "Scoliosis (School Screening and 
Current Operative and Nonoperative 
Treatment)." He presented the topic to the 
National Association of Orthopedic Nurses 
First NAON National Congress in Dallas, 




Administrative. Laboratory Manager 
Laverna Meyer, left, congratulates new 
graduate Susan Schlueter. 
The Class of 1981. Top row, from left: 
Donna Winter, Gillian Adams, Steven 
DeWall, Patricia Kern. Bottom row: Jean 
Dale, Susan Schlueter, Janet Cowin, 
Carrie Moorhouse, Mary Raab and 
Daniel Lodes. 
Joining the ranks of 114 previous gradu- 
ates who have completed the Jewish 
Hospital School of Medical Technology 
program since its inception in 1967, 10 
students graduated July 3 during a com- 
mencement in the hospital's Brown Room. 
Stanley Reitman, M.D., medical direc- 
tor of the Gradwohl School of Laboratory 
Technique, made the commencement ad- 
dress, stressing responsibility and the need 
for continuing education. 
Medical technologists perform all labora- 
tory tests in the hospital. Before admit- 
tance to the medical technology program, 
prospective students must possess or soon 
earn a bachelor's degree in the hard sci- 
ences. Most have chemistry or biology de- 
grees. The one-year program consists of 
in-hospital classwork and laboratory rota- 
tions. Fifty-three of the 114 graduates 
have joined the hospital staff; this year, 
five more will join. 
<  i 
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Guest Speaker Stanley Reitman, M.D. 
With the support of Gillian Adams, left, 
Daniel Lodes applies the knife to the 
graduation cake. 
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Profiles in Jewish Hospital 
Bernard Edison 
Bernard Edison was asked to join the hospi- 
tal's board of directors in 1968. "1 felt it would 
be both a privilege and a pleasure to serve the 
hospital. I have known of the quality of the hos- 
pital all my life. I've been there as a patient, a 
visitor, and made financial contributions for 
years." 
In his 13-year membership, Mr. Edison has 
served on many of the committees, including 
the finance and budget, and chaired the audit 
committee. 
Mr. Edison says he has stayed involved with 
the board for so many years, "because I respect 
the organization. I respect the high calibre of the 
institution, the quality of the professional staff 
and administration, and the quality and dedica- 
tion of my fellow board members." 
Mr. Edison believes he has given to the board 
"what I think all the members of the board give 
— which is the benefit of our own experiences 
from other organizations, some work and some 
money." 
In return, Mr. Edison says, "I have gotten a 
sense of satisfaction at making a small contribu- 
tion to an outstanding organization." 
In addition to his Jewish Hospital board mem- 
bership, Mr. Edison sits on the boards of the 
United Way, Civic Progress, Mercantile Bancor- 
poration, Inc. and General American Life Insur- 
ance, and he is president of Edison Brothers 
Stores Inc. 
Mr. Edison and his wife live in Clayton. They 
are the parents of two sons and two daughters, 
ages 28, 27, 26 and 3. "My number-one hobby 
is the little guy (his 3-year-old); he wants as 
much time as I'll give him." His other interests 
include poetry, travel and tennis. 
Phyllis Langsdorf 
Phyllis Langsdorf joined the Jewish Hospital 
Auxiliary in 1973, the same year she married 
Kenneth Langsdorf. "My husband and I believed 
in supporting Jewish Hospital; as members of 
the Jewish community, we wanted to support 
the hospital." 
Since that time, Mrs. Langsdorf has volun- 
teered in several capacities and served as a 
member of the auxiliary board of directors. Her 
hospital involvement escalated this spring when 
she was elected president of the Jewish Hospital 
Auxiliary. In that position, she also is a member 
of the hospital's board of directors and the 
Associates in Medicine board. 
Three months into the auxiliary presidency, 
Mrs. Langsdorf reflects on the job so far; "As 
auxiliary president I'm finding that it's fascinating 
to watch the way an organization works when, 
you're at the top of it. It's wonderful to see that 
a 29-year-old structure is not only holding but 
probably stronger than ever." 
Mrs. Langsdorf was born in Texas, where she 
grew up, attended college and worked as a 
teacher. In 1973, she relocated to St. Louis 
under the employment of Stix, Baer & Fuller. 
Two years later, she quit work and immediately 
began volunteering at the hospital. 
"I felt that since I was going to be unem- 
ployed I would like to volunteer my time and I 
would like it to be with the hospital." 
In addition to her hospital activities, Mrs. 
Langsdorf also is on the board of directors of 
New City School, where her children attend. 
"1 have a family of small children (two 
daughters, ages 6 and 4), and they take prime 
importance; so to have enough time and to be 
available for the auxiliary, I have decided to be 
involved in only two organizations." 
In the past, Mrs. Langsdorf also has served as 
a member of ORT, the St. Louis Chapter of Na- 
tional Council of Jewish Women Board of 
Directors, Temple Emmanuel's Women's Board 
and the Central West End Association. 
Of all her civic undertakings, the hospital 
takes precedence—now and in the future. "I see 
my hospital involvement as long-range. It's a 
part of my life; my husband and I both feel that 
way." 
Edward Schapiro 
A native of St. Louis, Edward D. Schapiro's 
associations with The Jewish Hospital of St. 
Louis go way back. He was born at the hospital. 
He has been both a patient and a visitor here. 
He has donated money, too. When, in 1969, 
Mr. Schapiro was asked to join the hospital's 
board of directors, he accepted without 
hesitation. 
"I wanted to service the hospital when the 
opportunity came along. I considered it a 
responsibility worth taking on." 
Over the past 12 years, Mr. Schapiro has 
worked as a member of several committees, in- 
cluding the community relations and profession- 
al policy committees, and he has chaired the 
long-range planning committee. 
Through his involvement with the hospital 
board, Mr. Schapiro says he "has gained an 
awareness of the hospital, health care field and 
the complexities of it all." He has stayed involved 
for more than a decade because "the problems 
are interesting." 
Mr. Schapiro says he believes the hospital's 
strengths are many, among them "it's dedication 
to excellence in health care. Whenever the 
board makes a decision, it makes it with this 
dedication in mind. 
"Also, the hospital is tightly and extremely 
well-managed and has an involved board that 
participates in policy making with a depth you 
don't usually find. The board has a very profes- 
sional attitude." 
Mr. Schapiro is chairman of the board of 
Pathfinder Laboratory, Inc. 
His civic involvements include membership to 
the Webster College board of directors and the 
Dance Concert Society. He is past president of 
the Jewish Center for the Aged and past presi- 
dent of the Loretto Hilton Repertory Theatre. 
The Schapiros live in Creve Coeur. They are 
the parents of three daughters. 
For recreation, Mr. Schapiro enjoys bicycling. 
At the time of the interview, he had just re- 
turned from a 500-mile cycling expedition with 
his family in Europe. Mr. Schapiro also enjoys 
tennis, jogging and photography. 
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Computerized Stress-Testing Unit 
Mark Bloomfield. RCPT, at the controls during a recent stress test. The new equipment's jive com- 
ponents, from left: data printer and heart rate monitor, computer, treadmill and transducer pack. 
' n   ">    CPI 
The computer module, able to produce graphic representations of patient performance data. The 
top graph shows oxygen used per heartbeat; the bottom graph reveals the ventilatory equivalent. 
Both are general fitness indicators. 
Science, by definition, is concerned with 
objectivity. Perhaps that explains the scien- 
tist's fondness for collecting numbers. After 
all, numbers tell more than nuance. With 
numbers, you can get objective, quantita- 
tive answers. Without them, you can 
sometimes get thrown off the track. 
It's much the same in the Jewish Hospital 
Pulmonary Exercise Testing Laboratory, 
where just months ago the staff relied upon 
a few simple, subjective measurements. 
Now, all that has changed. With the addition 
of a $65,000, five-piece, computerized 
stress-testing unit, says Pulmonary Division 
Co-Director Robert M. Senior, M.D., 
Jewish Hospital's pulmonary laboratory is 
the best-equipped and most precise in 
St. Louis. 
Pulmonary exercise testing—measuring 
a person's "functional capacity," or ability 
to efficiently absorb oxygen and eliminate 
carbon dioxide under exertion—is particu- 
larly well-suited to objective measurement. 
For example, lung capacity and expiration 
rate are both easily quantified. 
The test procedure, unlike the test 
equipment, is relatively simple. A patient 
walks or runs on a motorized, inclined 
treadmill while breathing through a special 
hose. All the while, through sensors in the 
hose and others attached to the patient, 
the computer is measuring, quantifying 
and recording the patient's performance 
and comparing it to a standardized norm 
for comparable age, size and weight. The 
information gained reveals the patient's 
aptitude for exertion, and such data can 
be used later as a benchmark to show pro- 
gress after therapy. 
Most patients referred to the laboratory, 
about 15 percent of all pulmonary pa- 
tients, complain of shortness of breath 
after mild exertion. This is usually due to 
lung disease. Some have occupationally 
related disorders, such as asbestosis, a 
lung-scarring disease common in insu- 
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lators, shipbuilding and other industries, or 
black lung, the heavily publicized plight of 
coal miners. Ninety-eight percent of all 
referrals are cigarette smokers. 
With the new equipment, pulmonary 
physicians can derive much more hard, 
objective information about these patients 
than they could before. "We can now 
generate a large amount of data about a 
patient's lungs," says Technical Director 
Mark Bloomfield, RCPT. Fortunately for 
busy physicians, the computer can also pro- 
duce striking video displays that graphically 
illustrate the data so physicians can digest the 
information quickly. Says Bloomfield: 
"A picture here is definitely worth a thou- 
sand words." 
In an effort to provide high-quality 
medical services. The Jewish Hospital of 
St. Louis continually purchases new 
equipment. Because of the ever-increas- 
ing costs of medical supplies, gifts to the 
hospital, whether large or small, are 
greatly appreciated. 
The Shopping List is a special feature 
citing particular items and their approx- 
imate costs, for which various hospital 
departments have indicated a need. The 
list specifies areas in which contribu- 
tions are most necessary to help offset 
the high costs. 
This list offers the community an idea 
of the many different pieces of equip- 
ment every department requires to func- 
tion efficiently, and also to allow pros- 
pective donors to choose a specific gift if 
they so desire. 
Remember, the need is there. Your 
generosity could help save a life. 
For more information on The 
Shopping List, contact the development 
office, 454-7251. 
Nursing 
Stretchers (10 needed)/ $650 each 
Wheelchairs (10 needed)/ $450 each 
Wheelchair-Patient Scale $530 
Life Pack Defibrillator $550 
School of Nursing 
Mrs. Chase Training Mannequin $445 
Operating Room 
Bi-Directional Doppler $2,765 




Dental Cart with Accessories $1,050 
Medical Intensive Care Unit 
Patient Respiration Module (2 needed)/ $1,300 each 
Patient Blood Pressure Module (2 needed)/ $1,500 each 
Pulmonary Function Laboratory 
COz Monitor $2,975 
Emergency Room 
Electrocardiograph Recorder $6,800 
G.I. Endoscopy 
Electrosurgical Cautery Unit $3,750 
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Contributions 




Mr. M. Diamand has made a contribution in memory of Marilyn Fixman to The Marilyn 
Fixman Cancer Center. 
Mrs. Eugene Freund has made a contribution in honor of birthday of Jane and Whitney 
R; Harris to the Eugene A. Freund Renal Research Fund (Tribute Fund). 
Clifford Willard Gaylord Foundation has made a contribution to the Building Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch have made a contribution in memory of Jacqueline Hirsch 
Brown to the Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund. 
The Mary Ranken Jordan and Ettie A. Jordan Charitable Foundation has made a 
contribution to the Research Program. 
Roswell Messing, Jr. has made a contribution to the Messing Chair in Pathology Fund and 
Directors Fund. 
Ben H. Senturia, M.D., has made a contribution to the Otolaryngology Research Develop- 
ment Fund. 
Stanley M. Wald, M.D., has made a contribution in memory of Natalie E. Wald to the 
Natalie E. Wald Nursing Scholarship Fund (Tribute Fund). 
World Color Press Employees have made a contribution in memory of Lillian Messing to 
the Building Fund. 
Correction Due to an error, it was incorrectly stated in the July/August 216 that "Jacqueline Hirsch 
Brown has made a contribution to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial 
Fund)." The Generous Contributions listing should have read, "Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch have 
made a contribution in memory of Jacqueline Hirsch Brown (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial 





Special Gifts In Memory Of    A. Fuller Glaser 
Robert E. Hagle, D.D.S. 
Milton E. Kravitz 
Lillian Messing 
Marjorie G. Schlesinger 
Julian Simon 
Special Gifts       In Honor Of       Edna Malen 
Special Gifts      Donations Estate of David J. Biller 
Robert Burstein, M.D. 
Everest & Jennings, Inc. 
Harold E. Lewin 
Cerro Copper Products Co. 
Michael Marks 
Louis B. Susman 
Mrs. A. Fuller Glaser (Corinne and Joseph Glaser 
Fund) (Tribute Fund) 
Medical Staff Association (Tribute Fund) 
(Chapel Fund) 
Nu-Era Group (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart 
Fund) (Tribute Fund) 
(Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Minard Bosma 
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Halliday 
Lieberman Corporation 
Lindell Trust Company/Mr. John A. Shiell 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mendle 
Mrs. Abe Schlesinger 11 (Tribute Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hilb (Julian Simon Research 
Fund) (Tribute Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Shoenberg, Jr. (Edna Malen 
Scholarship Fund) (Tribute Fund) 
Ruth E. Biller Endowment Fund (Tribute Fund) 
Microwave oven for Ob-Gyn Nursing Staff 
Wheelchair for Department of Rehabilitation Medicine 
Cardiology Division Special Fund 
Wheelchair and miscellaneous items for Department 
of Rehabilitation Medicine 
The Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center 
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Urology Specialist William Catalona, 
M.D., is a graduate of Yale Medical 
School and served his residency in urolo- 
gy at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Balti- 
more, Md. He is the author of numerous 
papers on urologic cancers, which have 
been published in medical journals. Dr. 
Catalona is also assistant editor of the 
Journal of Urology. 
Regarding Research: 
Interferon 
By Linda Krohne Nitchman 
m 
y 
In a small laboratory on the sixth floor of 
the Yalem Research Building, referred 
to as "Dr. Catalona's lab," a handful of 
employees quietly go about measuring 
liquids into test tubes, peering through 
microscopes and recording results on 
paper. They are conducting research on 
interferon, "one of the most promising 
new agents for cancer therapy on the hori- 
zon today," according to both William 
Catalona, M.D., and Timothy Ratliff, 
Ph.D., principle investigator in the 
research. 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis is one 
of about 10 major institutions across the 
country investigating interferon as an agent 
to combat various forms of cancer. As 
members of the department of surgery, 
specializing in urology, Drs. Catalona and 
Ratliff are most interested in interferon in 
relation to urologic cancers, particularly 
superficial bladder cancer. 
Interferon, a protein produced in the 
body, is actually defined by its antiviral 
activity. In order to be identified as inter- 
ims 
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The hospital is one of only about five institutions 
in the country producing and studying type 2 
interferon. 
feron, a substance must protect cells. "It's 
not a very accurate definition, but it is all 
we have to work with," Dr. Ratliff says . 
An Antiviral Agent 
Interferon was first discovered in 1957 
by Virologists Alick Isaacs and Jean 
Lindenmann, who were investigating influ- 
enza viruses at London's National Institute 
for Medical Research. The two were study- 
ing a phenomenon known as viral interfer- 
ence, so called because a victim of one 
kind of virus-caused illness practically 
never came down with another viral dis- 
ease at the same time; the presence of 
one kind of virus seemed to inhibit 
simultaneous infection by another. 
Laboratory studies revealed that the ini- 
tial viral infection had stimulated cells to 
produce something that interfered with fur- 
ther viral assaults. The substance remained 
in the solution when the original cells and 
viruses were removed. The investigators 
decided to call the substance interferon. 
How It Works 
Since those early tests, scientists have 
developed an explanation of how inter- 
feron works against viruses. As described 
in a March 31, 1980 Time magazine arti- 
cle, "Interferon is a kind of chemical Paul 
Revere. When a virus invades a cell, in- 
stead of turning out the proteins needed to 
sustain the cell and other parts of the 
body, the manufacturing plant begins to 
produce carbon copies of the virus. Even- 
tually bloated with the alien bodies, the 
cell almost literally comes apart at the 
seams and dies, spilling out its cargo of 
new viruses, which promptly move toward 
healthy cells to repeat the process and 
spread the infection. 
"The initial infection somehow triggers 
the first cell into producing interferon. In 
turn, the interferon assumes the role of an 
intercellular messenger; it passes through 
the cell membrane and moves on to warn 
surrounding cells of the viral invasion. The 
healthy cells respond by producing anti- 
viral proteins, which meet any invader 
head on. The entering virus will not be 
able to replicate within the new cell; if it 
does manage to reproduce, its progeny 
find that they are unable to leave the cell. 
The cycle of infection is broken." 
Antitumor Agent 
Only since 1971 have the antitumor ef- 
fects of interferon been brought into focus. 
Further research has revealed that inter- 
feron can block cell division, including the 
division of tumor cells, induce the forma- 
tion of antibodies and enhance the immune 
system's response to foreign substances 
such as bacterial agents. Interferon's pro- 
found effects on the immune system can 
also augment destruction of tumor cells. 
Several varieties of interferon have been 
identified, each with varying properties 
and activities. Leukocyte and fibroblast are 
both type 1 interferons, which can be pro- 
duced by almost any cell. These are the 
only varieties that have been used in clini- 
cal studies of interferon, because they are 
easier to produce in the laboratory, mak- 
ing them more readily available. Type 1 
interferons are also easier to work with 
because they are more stable. 
Type 2 interferon is produced only by 
lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell. Its 
structure is yet unknown, although it ap- 
pears to be between 200 and 1,000 times 
more potent than type 1 interferons. Its 
instability and rarity have caused type 2 
interferon to remain untested on humans, 
because not enough is available to support 
Timothy Ratliff, Ph.D., primary investi- 
gator for interferon research at Jewish 
Hospital performs tests under a protec- 
tive hood to determine interferon activity. 
Dr. Ratliff holds advanced degrees in 
biology and microbiology and has written 




Large drug companies are spending millions of 
dollars to develop a wax; to mass-produce type 
2 interferon. 
Amos Shapiro, M.D., department of 
urology, Hadassah University, Jerusalem, 
records test data. Dr. Shapiro will spend 
two years in the lab here researching 
interferon. 
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a valid clinical test. However, large drug 
companies are spending millions of dollars 
to develop a way to mass-produce it, ac- 
cording to Dr. Catalona. "It would be nice 
if it would be commercially available at a 
reasonable price," he adds. Under the cur- 
rently known methods of production, if 
enough type 2 interferon were available, 
the cost of treatment would be more than 
$300 a day. 
Dr. Ratliff is himself working on devel- 
oping better production techniques for 
type 2 interferon in a cold room next to 
Dr. Catalona's lab. The refrigerator-like 
room is necessary to keep the substance 
stable. Dr. Ratliff has been able to purify 
type 2 interferon 100-fold from human 
blood through a process that takes three 
days to complete. In order to manufacture 
100,000 units of type 2 interferon. he iso- 
lates the lymphocytes from 50 ml. of 
human blood. He then stimulates these 
cells with protein, and they produce type 2 
interferon. Approximately 200,000 to 
300,000 units of interferon are needed to 
conduct a 10-day test on two or three 
groups of seven mice each. "We usually 
spend a couple of weeks making the inter- 
feron before beginning a test," Dr. Ratliff 
explains. 
Discovery at J.H. 
His method of production utilizes a dis- 
covery that he and Dr. Catalona made by 
accident about 20 months ago in their lab. 
They found that Protein A is an inducer of 
interferon type 2. They were using Protein 
A during a study as a means of distin- 
guishing between two cultures in a test, 
when they noticed "an active increase in 
interferon production" in the test contain- 
ing the Protein A. After having the discov- 
ery verified by another lab outside the 
medical center, the doctors published their 
findings in Nature, a medical journal. 
Dr. Ratliff is now beginning a three-year 
comparative study of type 1 and type 2 
interferons on bladder cancer in mice. The 
project, funded by a $180,000 grant from 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
uses interferon produced in the Jewish 
Hospital labs. The hospital is one of only 
about five institutions in the country pro- 
ducing and studying type 2 interferon. 
However, at this point, research using type 
2 interferon on humans appears to be sev- 
eral years away. The animal research must 
first be completed and a way found to 
mass-produce the substance. 
Clinical Testing to Begin 
Clinical testing will, however, begin here 
this fall on another method of treating 
superficial bladder cancer that is thought to 
involve interferon. Bacille Calmette Guerin 
(BCG), a weak strain of the tuberculosis 
bacteria, used in other countries as a tuber- 
culosis innoculation, has caused regression 
of established tumors and prevented recur- 
rences in studies conducted at two other 
medical centers. Dr. Catalona will try to 
determine whether BCG triggers an in- 
crease in the production of interferon with- 
in the body, causing the cancer to regress. 
Side effects of the BCG treatment have 
generally been much milder than those 
seen in chemotherapy. Some patients 
experienced fever and chills, while the dis- 
comfort of others was the same as in any 
bladder infection. One of the risks involved 
is that BCG can spread to the lungs, but 
according to Dr. Catalona that seldom 
occurs and is treatable. 
He hopes to reduce the possibility of 
these side effects by changing the protocol 
of treatment. Rather than injecting the 
BCG into the bloodstream, as was done in 
prior studies, Dr. Catalona will introduce 
the bacteria directly into the bladder. His 
project will begin with a group of 20 to 25 
volunteer patients experiencing recurring 
superficial bladder tumors. They will 
receive weekly treatments for about six 
weeks, at a cost of approximately $40 per 
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dose. Levels of interferon in the blood and 
urine will be measured to determine if its 
production has increased. Dr. Catalona 
will repeat the test on similar-sized groups 
until he has treated 100 patients, the num- 
ber needed to obtain valid test results. He 
has applied to the Washington University 
School of Medicine for a $6,000 grant to 
support the project. If the research results 
look promising, he will seek additional 
funds from NIH. His project will begin as 
soon as the Food and Drug Administration 
approves the change of protocol. 
Dr. Catalona is basing his study on the 
promising results of BCG tests conducted 
at two other institutions. At one, the Uni- 
versity of Texas Medical Center, in San 
Antonio, 47 patients with recurring bladder 
tumors were divided into two groups. One 
group of 23 received BCG, while the 
other 26 served as a control group. Only 
five patients, or 22 percent of those receiv- 
ing BCG treatments, had recurrences, as 
compared to 11 patients, or 46 percent 
from the group that received no BCG. 
A similar study at New York City's 
Sloan-Kettering Memorial Cancer Institute 
involved 51 patients. The researchers 
reported their findings in terms of tumors 
per patient month. The group receiving 
BCG treatments experienced a drop from 
3.6 tumors per month prior to the treat- 
ment to .75 following treatment. 
"It's Not a Magic Bullet" 
Both Drs. Catalona and Ratliff strongly 
caution against looking at interferon as a 
magic cure. "We're investigating a drug 
that has potential, not a magic bullet. It 
looks promising, but not sure," Dr. 
Catalona says. "It's still in the experimental 
stages and has not been proven an effec- 
tive antitumor or antiviral agent. " 
Not surprisingly, some controversy has 
arisen over the drug. Many people herald 
it as a so-called "cure," while others dis- 
count it, perhaps because it does not work 
in all cases, on all types of cancer. Dr. 
Catalona explains, "If you sit down and 
look at the studies available, it's not im- 
pressive. At least some people in areas 
outside of cancer research don't think it is. 
But every year thousands and thousands 
of agents are looked at as possible treat- 
ment for cancer. Out of that, in a good 
year, five might emerge as the best. Of the 
five best drugs in 1981, none looks any- 
where near as good as interferon. It is 
more promising relative to the others. If 
you have to work on something in a new 
area, it's the one thing to work on." 
Another factor to consider is that most 
of the research done to date has been 
phase I trials, meaning that all else has 
Joel Teicher, a college student who 
worked in the lab last summer, performs 
the interferon-purifying process in the 
cold room. 
failed for the patient and the odds are 
stacked against him. The disease has often 
spread by this point, and interferon is the 
last resort. One Swedish study indicates 
that interferon is most effective when given 
early in the course of the cancer. Children 
with bone cancer requiring a leg amputa- 
tion have a fairly high recurrence rate, 
even though no evidence of metastasis is 
present at the time of amputation. In this 
study, children given interferon treatments 
at the time of amputation had a markedly 
improved survival rate. If the interferon 
treatments were delayed until other tumors 
were discovered, the treatments did not 
work. 
Interferon, a protein pro- 
duced in the body, is actually 
defined by its antiviral activity. 
During early clinical testing at a number 
of institutions, interferon has also shown 
some effectiveness against osteogenic sar- 
coma, multiple myeloma (bone cancers) 
and lymphocyte lymphomas (blood can- 
cer). The most dramatic effects have been 
displayed on juvenile laryngeal papillomas, 
recurring, warty-like tumors on children's 
vocal cords. Previous treatment was to 
burn away tumors. Interferon treatments 
cause the tumors to melt away and stay 
away. 
At Jewish Hospital, interferon research 
has been going on for about two years. 
Concerning the wide spectrurn of opinions 
as to its potential, Dr. Catalona says, "The 
final answer can only be determined by 
laborious, tedious, expensive and time- 
consuming studies. Probably, the most 
appropriate attitude at the present time 
would be one of cautious optimism." Hi 
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Fredbird, the St. Louis Baseball Cardinals 
wily mascot, winged his way through 
Jewish Hospital to humor former major- 
league player Frank Torre, recovering from 
knee surgery. Torre is the brother of 
former Cardinal Joe Torre, now manager 
of the New York Mets. Accompanying 
Fredbird on his visit were former Cardinal 
notables Dal Maxvill, Joe Hoerner and 
Joe Cunningham. 
I 
The Tribute Fund 
The Tribute Fund provides research funds and 
appliances for patients in need. 
Donations to this fund may be made by sending 
checks payable to The Jewish Hospital Tribute Fund, 
216 South Kingshighway, P. O. Box 14109, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63178. 
When a tribute is made, both the sender and the 
recipient receive an acknowledgement of the donation. 
The following memorial and honorial contributions 
were received from May 29, 1981 through July 31, 
1981. Any contributions received after July 31, 1981 
will be listed in the next 216. 
Gifts In Memory 
Donor In Memory of 
Sister of MR. AND MRS. BEN ABELSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sherman 
PEARL ABRAMS 
Mr. I. Ely Goldstein (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
ALVIN ARNDT ABRAMSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
H. L. ABRAMSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
NORTON ADLER 
Mrs. Irven Bettman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Seldin 
MANNY ALTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hollander and Robert (Cancer Research Fund) 
MONROE APFELBAUM 
Mrs. Carl Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Father of REV. AND MRS. DON ARMSTRONG 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
LEONARD BARNES, SR. 
Ms. Judy Ugalde 
ARCHIE J. BARNETT 
Mr. and Mrs. William Klein 
BARNETT BEARMAN 
Mrs. Ruth R. Feldman 
MAX BEITCH 
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Schneider 
ADOLPH BERNARD 
Dr. and Mrs. Phil Korenblat (Cancer Research Fund) 
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WILLIAM EDWARDS 
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Dr. and Mrs. Helman Wasserman 
Mr. and Mrs. James Watel 
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Mrs. Rubin Cohen (Rubin and Mary Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. Meriam Mueller and Goldie Tanzer (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MINNIE HOFFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould (Dorothy and Courtney Gould Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Shapiro (Cancer Research Fund) 
Father of MRS. PHYLLIS HOFFMAN 
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Baker 
Mrs. Mary Charney 
Mrs. lrven Dubinsky (lrven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Dorothy Floun 
Dr. and Mrs. Sam J. Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Frost and Rose Giddan 
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Goralnik 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Hirsch 
Dr. and Mrs. Max Horwitt 
Mrs. Charles Kreidner & Mr. and Mrs. A. Johnson 
Mrs. Mary Nolan 
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Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Shapiro 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Voss 
DORA KAISEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Sol Weber 
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Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould (Dorothy and Courtney Gould Endowment Fund) 
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Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Sherman (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
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Mrs. Harry E. Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
BOBBIE KLEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Steinback (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bernstein (William, Dorothy, and Jerome Molasky Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel S.Mintz (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Mitchell (Mayer Mitchell Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Starr (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Trochtenberg 
Father of DR. AND MRS. JACOB KLEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Kotner 
Grandmother of MRS. HELENE KRAMER 
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Dr. and Mrs. Donald Dickler 
Mrs. Harry Esserman 
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Brother of MARY KRAVITZ 
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Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
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CLARA MANDEL 
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Dr. and Mrs. Justin Kraner 
Mrs. Ralph Lowenstein (Emil Nathan. Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig. Jr. Fund) 
Mrs. Jenny N. Strauss (Leonard Strauss Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Treiman 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wyman 
JACK MILLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb 
Father of MRS. MARILYN MISHKIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Scallet 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yalem 
   MARY MUCHNICK 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Mother of MR. AND MRS. MARVIN MUCHNICK 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
HENRY J. MUEHLENDYCK 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blase (Ronald and Sharon Blase Nursing Fund) 
WILMA MYERSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
EDWARD NEWFELD 
Ms. Anna Belle Baird (Edna E. Peterson Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Ms. Velma Grace Baird (Edna E. Peterson Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Jewish Hospital Nursing Service 
Mrs. Beverly Rosen and Family 
RAY ORAHOOD 
Ms. Kay O'Donnell (Middy Fund) 
HARRY PALAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Mrs. Joseph Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Borman 
Mrs. Isadore Cohen (Isadore and Celia Cohen Cardiovascular Research Fund) 
Miss Gussie Frenzel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Miss Tillie Frenzel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mrs. Lillian Gelfanbaum 
Mrs. Paul Goldblum (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Mrs. Henrietta Horwitz (Horwitz-Neuman Cardiology Fund) 
Ms. Barbara Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Lefton 
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Weiss 
WILLIAM PAUL 
Mr. and Mrs. John Weiss (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Fund) 
RABBI IRVING PERLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vittert (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
IRMA POTASHNICK 
The Jewish Hospital Medical Staff Association 
BETTY POGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gollub (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard P. Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Rosenthal (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
IDA POLISHUK 
(Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund Unless Otherwise Noted) 
Donor 
Tribute Fund 
In Memory of 
Mrs. Mildred Binowitz 
Mrs. Rose Block 
Miss Gussie Frenzel 
Miss Tillie Frenzel 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Mrs. Carl Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth B. Steinback 
Miss Lucille Tzinberg 
IRMA POTASHNICK 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Julius Cohen (Julius and Dena Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel (Heart Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Freund (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gallop (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Goodman (lrven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital Medical Staff 
Mrs. Renee 1. Kligman (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pearline (Cancer Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Shale Rifkin (Dr. Jerome I. Simon Medical Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shear (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. William Shieber (Carl and Esther Heifetz Memorial Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Siegel 
Mrs. Jerome I. Simon 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule (Dr. Samuel Soule Research Fund) 
Mother of MRS. RONALD PRINCE 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea Rothschild Fund) 
Mother of MRS. FRANK RAISHER 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Goodman 
WINIFRED RICE 
Dr. and Mrs. William Berman 
Dr. and Mrs. Ben Borowsky (Dr. Llewellyn Sale, Sr. Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital Operating Room Staff 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Mrs. Elizabeth Rothschild 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Schwab 
Mrs. Jean Sherman 
Mrs. John M. Shoenberg 
Mrs. L. M. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Susman 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tucker 
Mr. Richard Turner 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Voda 
LOUIS ROODMAN 
Mrs. Alice Klearman (Edward J. Lawson Dialysis Fund) 
DIANA ROSEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hendin (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Mr. ahd Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
ROBERT ROSENBAUM 
Mrs. Delma Snow (Robert A. Rosenbaum Fund) 
IRVING ROTHHOLTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Alexander (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pass 
BELLE ROTHMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Frager (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schuyler (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Starr (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
MANNY ROTHMAN 
Mrs. Lillian Litt (Heart Research Fund) 
MR. ROUDMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Phil Korenblatt (Cancer Research Fund) 
SAUL RUBIN 
Mrs. Ruth R. Feldman 
FRED D. RUTHERFORD 
(Heart Research Fund) 
The Michael Bambrick Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bauman 
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cromwell 
Ms. Carolyn S. Curtin 
Mr. and Mrs. John Diehl 
Mr. and Mrs. James Fleming 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Gardiner 
Mrs. Marie Huff 
Mr. Paul G. Huff 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Karl 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Letter 
Mr. and Mrs  A. R. Marshall 
Mrs. Etta Marshall 
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Tribute Fund 
Donor In Memory of 
Francis Pratt Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rutherford 
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Rutherford 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Solari 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tarantola 
Father of MRS. NANCY SACHAR 
Mrs. Irven Bertman. Jr. 
CHARLES H. SANDLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hochstadt (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein 
Mrs. Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr  and Mrs. Maury Manesberg (Mary and Rubin Cohen Endowment Fund) 
MILTON M. SCHARFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Harris (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
ARTHUR E. SCHILLER, M.D. 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
MARJORIE G. SCHLESINGER 
Mrs. Abe Schlesinger. Ill 
IRENE SCHNEIDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Blase (Ronald and Sharon Blase Fund) 
SIDNEY R. SCHOEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Handelman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Handelman and Family (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mrs. Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Waxman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
HARRY SCHREIBER 
Mrs. Milton E. Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
JULIA SCHUCHART 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Librach 
LES SCHULTE 
Mrs. Blanche Linder (Mayer Mitchell Heart Fund) 
BETTY SCHWARTZ 
Mrs. J. Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jackman (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
EDNA SCHWARTZ 
Mrs. Bernice Weisman 
JOSEPH SEIGAL 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold D. Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
WILLIAM SELBER 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Bortnick (Dr. Leon Foster Fund) 
DR. SAM SHEAR 
Mrs. Jean FitzGibbon (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lewin (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Ben H. Senturia 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Shanker (Max Tenzer Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Stone 
IRVING SHULL 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Goldman (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
Messrs. Allan and Jacob Koplar (Sadie R. Koplar Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Shanker (Max Tenzer Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weiss (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
STELLA S1EGFREID 
Mr. and Mrs. William Ginsberg (Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer Fund) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Hyman (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Jerry Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Shainman 
PAULINE S1EVERS 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berwald 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Izmirliam (Social Work and Home Care) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Moog 
Mrs. Dorothy M. Sapin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Father of LEE SIGOLOFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Robin (Heart Research Fund) 
LEO SILVERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Kaufman and Family (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
JULIAN SIMON 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hilb (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
Miss Rose Weisl (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
CLARA SISK 
Dr. and Mrs. Ira J. Kodner (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
HELEN SOUTHAM 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing. Jr. (Messing Chair in Pathology) 
Donor In Memory of 
JULIUS SPIEGEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldstein (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
DR. ARTHUR STEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Winer 
GENE STEIN 
Mr. C. Hugh Abramson (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
Grandmother of DR. AND MRS. ED STEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
DAVID STELLAR on his Birthday 
Col. and Mrs. Murray Kleinfeld (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
WILLIAM TAUL 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoffman 
Father of MRS. DAVID TAYLOR 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Memorial Fund) 
CAMILLE J. TAYLOR 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
EVA TENENBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spector (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
EMMA E. TOMSCHIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blase (Ronald and Sharon Blase Nursing Fund) 
MORRIS S. TULLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Granat 
NATALIE E. WALD 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark S. Wald (Natalie E. Wald Memorial Scholarship) 
TOM WALSH 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Fund) 
Mother of DR. AND MRS. STEPHEN WAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spector (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
ETTA WASSERKUG 
Mrs. Anna Strauss (Goodman Cancer Research Fund) 
CIS WEIL 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoffman 
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Ross (Dr. Jerome I. Simon Medical Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Ross 
EVA WEINBERGER 
Mrs. Faye Feldman (Heart Research Fund) 
SOL WEINHAUS 
Mr. Max Barnholtz (Dr. Ralph Graff's Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
Father of MR. AND MRS. E. WEINSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
ROBERT J. WELSH 
Mr. O. A. Goralnik (Ralph Hirsch Memorial Fund for Cancer Research) 
ALBERT WENNEKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
MINNIE WHITESIDE 
Mrs. Elouise DeLap (Edna Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
AARON WIESELMAN 
(Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Manny Averbuch 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon 
Delmar Sales People 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Wieselman 
Father of MR. EDGAR WILLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Levin (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
JOSEPH YANOW 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Goldberg 
THELMA ZISKIND 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky (Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Frank (Milton Frank Cardiovascular Fund) 
Mr. an.d Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Freund (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Isaacs (Eleanor and John Isaacs. Jr. Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Klein 
Mrs. Marilyn Lipman and Family (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meyerson (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Miss Louise Morganstern (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Frieda S. Novoson (Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. Elvin K. Popper (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Julian Schwander 
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Stern (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wolf 
I. J. ZUCKERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Rosen (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Schneider (Jack Lyss Cancer Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. William Shieber (Carl and Esther Heifetz Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. S. Weber 
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Gifts In Honor 
Donor In Honor of 
 Recovery of MR. BUD ABRAMS 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank-Cancer Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. MACY ABRAMS 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Mr. Lee K. Schwartz 
Anniversary of DR. AND MRS. HARRY AGRESS 
Mrs. Anna Agris 
Birthday of MRS. BEN ALLEN 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Graduation of ELIZABETH ARKIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. HELEN AUERBACH 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Padawer 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. HOWARD BAER 
Mr. Major B. Einstein (Julia Einstein Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Richman 
 Marriage of Daughter of DR. AND MRS. SIMON L. BAUMGARTNER 
Jacob Koplar Family (Sadie R. Koplar Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. MARCUS BECKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
"You're Terrific" to IRENE BELSKY and BEV KAUFER 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Meyerhardt (Dr. Milton Meyerhardt Fund) 
Recovery of MR. ELLIOT BENDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Chod 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Feldman (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Frager (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Goodman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Nelson L. Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow (Ludwig and Paula Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Levy (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yalem 
Speedy Recovery of MR. NORMAN BERGER 
The Kelters (Medical Intensive Care Unit Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. SAM BERGER 
Mrs. Selma S. Dennis 
Birthday of MR. PAUL BERWALD 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cronheim (Lewis Bettman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. I. Ely Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. IRVIN BETTMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprung (Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
Graduation of MR. JON BIERMAN 
Mrs. Rubin Cohen (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. HANNAH BIERMAN 
Mrs. Sanford Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Graduation of ELLEN, DEBBIE AND ARTHUR BINDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Kopman 
Birthdays of MR. AND MRS. JIM TOM BLAIR 
Mrs. Jerry Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. LEON BODENHEIMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
. . . Recovery of MRS. LEON BODENHEIMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. DAN BOGARD 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Chackes (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mrs. Sanford Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. FRANK BONAFIDE 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Senturia (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM BOROWSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Goldberg 
Tribute Fund 
Donor In Honor of 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. LEE BOYEWSKY 
Mrs. Lillian Litt (Heart Research Fund) 
Marriage of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. WILLY BRANDT 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Trochtenberg 
Birthday of MRS. BEE BRILL 
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould 
New Arrival of ROBERT IRVING BRIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold D. Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Graduation of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. ALAN BRODDON 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Good Health to MR. LEONARD BRODSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. RICHARD BUELL 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Recovery of MR. LEONARD BUKSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
DR. ROBERT BURSTE1N 
Ms. Leslie Garwood (Ob-Gyn —Dr. Burstein) 
Recovery of MR. HERBERT CARP 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Recovery of MR. STEPHEN CARP 
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Levin (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. MURRAY CHINSKY 
Mrs. Dottie Nauman (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold D. Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Appreciation to JUDGE ROBERT S. COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley I. Levy (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JOE COHEN 
Mrs. Pearl Cohen 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. M. J. COHEN 
Mr. Leo S. Rosen (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Promotion of MR. PETER COHEN 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. ROBERT COHEN 
Mr. Carl Fireside 
Mr. Harvey Nathanson 
Recovery of MR. STANFORD COHEN 
Mrs. Ben Martin 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. STANLEY COHEN 
Mrs. Louis Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LEONARD COHN 
Mrs. Joan Soffer 
Marriage of MR. BRUCE COPELEVITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel (Heart Research Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. BETTY CORNBLEET 
Messrs. Reggie and William Klein 
Recovery of MRS. I. DANKNER 
Mrs. Celeste Weiselman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Good-bye Wishes to DR. GUSTAVE DAVIS 
Mrs. Dottie Nauman (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Fund) 
Birthday of S. S. DIAMOND 
Miss LaVerne Gartner 
Birthday of MRS. LYNN DOLE 
Ms. Nancy Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of DR. NORMAN DREY 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensfelder 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Levy 
Speedy Recovery of MR. JULES DUBINSKY 
Mrs. Bea Roufa 
Recovery of MR. JACK EDLIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab 
Recovery of MRS. BERNARD EISENSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Graduation of ROCHELLE ENGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gallop 
Recovery of MR. EDWARD EPSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. JOSEPH EPSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kaufman, Jr. 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. RAYMOND EPSTEIN 
Mrs. Avery Carp 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin R. Harris (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ALYN ESSMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Frager (Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. JEFFREY FELDMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dole (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. RICK FELDSHER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
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Tribute Fund 
Donor In Honor of 
 New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. BILLY FIRESTONE 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Portnoy (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
.' New Home to DR. AND MRS. A. FLEISHMAN 
Mrs. Sylvia Schneider (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Recovery of MR. HARRY FRANC 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Scherck 
Birthday of MRS. HARRY FRANC 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cohen (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Mrs. Emily Huber and Eloise De Lap (Edna Peterson Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr   Donald Levy 
Mr  and Mrs. Kenneth W. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Putzel (Helen and Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea Rothschild Fund) 
Mrs. Jenny N. Strauss (Leonard Strauss Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. CHARLES FRANCES, SR. 
Mrs. Herbert Simon (Ira and Herbert Simon Fund) 
Birthday of MR. ADOLPH FRANK 
Mr. I. E. Goldstein (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. MILTON FRANK 
(Milton Frank Vascular Research Fund) 
Mrs  Avery Carp 
Mrs. Joseph E. Corn 
Mrs. Myron N. Fisher 
Mrs. Raymond Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin R. Harris (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Klein 
Mrs. Sidney Landau 
Mrs. Rosalind Mintz (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Victor Schulein 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sigoloff 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob E. Sigoloff 
Mrs. Ruth Stampfer 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stern and Florence Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. William Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wolf 
Recovery of MRS. SILAS FRANKEL 
Mrs. Carl Glaser (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
Marriage of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. S. K. FRELICH 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Spitzer (Gordon and Marjorie Scherck Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. ADLYNE FREUND 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Freund (Eugene Freund Renal Fund) 
Recovery of MOTHER of MR. AND MRS. MELVIN FRIEDMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Hoffman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Lawton 
Graduation of Son-Richard of DR. AND MRS. ARTHUR GALE 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Elbert (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Graduation of MR. RICHARD GALE from Law School 
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Weiss 
Special Birthday of MRS. SYLVIA GALE 
Mrs. Julius Cohen (Dena and Julius Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Birthday of MR. PHILLIP GALLOP 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Brickman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mrs. Eve Finkel 
Mrs. Jean Horen (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Mrs. Marcia Nemer 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Millner 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sherman 
Mrs. Caroline Yaffe 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Zucker (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. OTIS GARLAND 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bierman 
Marriage of MR. GLEN GELBER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Lawton 
Recovery of MR. RUBEN GLAZER 
Mrs. Ruben Glazer (Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of MR. LARRY GLENN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Librach (Hospice Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JOSEPH GLIK 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Lieberman 
Engagement of MISS NANCY GOLDBERG and DON SCHWARTZ 
Mrs. Betsy Mehlman (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. SAM GOLDMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. DAVID GOLDSTEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
New Arrival to MR. AND MRS. LAWRENCE GOLDSTEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MR. I. E. GOLDSTEIN 
(Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berger 
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Donor In Honor of 
Mrs. Orene Fisher 
Mrs. Pearl Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Max Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Hammer 
Mrs. Bess Hoffman 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jackman 
Mr. Kenneth Poslosky 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Schmidt 
New Arrival of Grandson to MR. AND MRS. MORRY GOLDSTEIN 
Mrs. Nelson Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. MORRIS GOLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Jackoway 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Recovery of MR. ARNOLD GOODMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JEROME GOODMAN 
Mrs. Selma Dennis 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Greiver 
Recovery of MRS. JERRY GOODMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. William Ginsberg (Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. HERMAN GORALNIK 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Engagement of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. MITCHELL GRAND 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Mitchell (Mayer Mitchell Heart Fund) 
Recovery of Toby-Son of MRS. W. GRAND 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. BARNEY GROSBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. B. Salky (Carl and Esther Heifetz Memorial Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Toder (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of MR. RALPH GROSBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Toder (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MR. HARRY GROSSMAN 
Mr. Max Barnholtz (Dr. Ralph Graff's Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of DR. AND MRS. WILLIAM GYLLENBERG 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Thinking of You MR. EZRA HA1S 
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Krout (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Recovery of MR. ROBERT HAUSFATER 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Graduation of MR. BRAD HEARSH 
Mrs. Jean Sherman 
Graduation of MR. MARK HEARSH from Law School 
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Baer, 111 (A. B. Baer Fund) 
Graduation of Son of MR. AND MRS. TILFORD HEARSH 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Wiedershine (Sam Flegel Fund) 
Birthday of MR. MILTON HELLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow (Ludwig and Paula Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH HENSCHEL 
Mr. and Mrs. David Henschel (Celia and lsadore Cohen Cardiovascular Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. FRED HERZBERG 
Kaufmann-Mannheimer Family (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Curt B. Levi (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of MR. MARCUS HIRSCH 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Agatstein 
Recovery of MRS. MAURICE HIRSCH, SR. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Levin (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Steinbach (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. BEN HOFFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. lsadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Stern (Hortense Lewin Scholarship Fund) 
New Arrival of LESLEY ANN HOFFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Padawer 
 Engagement of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. STANLEY HOLLANDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scissors (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
DR. LON RANDOLPH HORWITZ 
Mr. Nat Horwitz 
Recovery of MRS. MARY HORWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shanfeld 
Recovery of MR. SIDNEY HORWITZ 
Mr. Nat Horwitz 
Graduation of MRS. MICHAEL HUSEBY 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JOHN ISAACS, III 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baizer (Eleanor and John Isaacs. Jr. Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goldstein J 
Donor In Honor of 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LOUIS JABLONOW 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. LOUIS JABLONOW 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Mr. Lee M. Liberman 
Mr. Robert  Shampaine 
Birthday of MR. MAX JACKOWAY 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Confirmation of STACY JASPER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Graduation of Lauri-DR. AND MRS. SID JICK 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Elbert (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Recovery of DR. HAROLD JOSEPH 
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Levin (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
MR. MICHAEL KAGAN 
Mr. and Mrs. William Errant (Dorothy and Paxton Catlin Heart Research Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. EVELYN KAHNER 
Mrs. Julia Gruenfeld (Benjamin M. Loeb Fund) 
Graduation of MS. JANET KAISER 
Mrs. Sylvia Schneider (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. CLAIRE KALISH 
Mrs. A. Fuller Glaser (Joseph and Corinne Glaser, Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lindenberg, Jr. (Claire and Lionel Kalish Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch (Claire and Lionel Kalish Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. SAM KANTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Fagin (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
Recovery of MISS DOROTHY KANTERMAN 
Mrs. Robert Chautin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kaufman (Dr. Jerome I. Simon Medical Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lass 
His fine service-DR. MICHAEL KARL 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Dreyer 
Special Birthday of MRS. ARTHUR KASSOFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hendin (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Marriage of CATHY GOLDSTEIN to MICHAEL KASTAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
Birthday of MRS. FANNY KATZ 
Mrs. Elinor G. Slosberg 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. MILTON KATZ 
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Steinback 
Birthday of MRS. ROGER KATZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Good Health to MR. AND MRS. HYMAN KAUFMAN 
Mr. Mark Margolies (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. HYMAN KAUFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Aronson (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of DR. LOUIS KELLER 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule 
Recovery of MRS. C. KESSLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Bly 
Birthday of MR. HARRY KESSLER 
Mrs. Irma Gerchen 
Recovery of MR. HARRY KESSLER 
Mrs. Irma Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan (William, Dorothy, and Jerome Molasky Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. HARRY KESSLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan (William. Dorothy, and Jerome Molasky Fund) 
Birthday of MR. NORMAN KESSLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brin and Family (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Mrs. Sanford Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scissors (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Turken 
New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. FRANK KETCHER 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Recovery of MR. ALLEN KEYSER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Diamond (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of MR. LEROY KIDD 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poger (Cancer Research Fund) 
Marriage of Daughter of MRS. FRED KLEIMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cornbleet 
Speedy Recovery of MR. BARNEY KLEIN 
Mr. Max Barnholtz (Dr. Ralph Graffs Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Vera Wedel 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. HARRY KOENIGSBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. MILTON KOLKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Chackes (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Donor 
Tribute Fund 
In Honor of 
Birthday of MR. 1RW1N KOPLAR 
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Steinback 
New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. LEROY KOPOLOW 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. FLORA KORNGOLD 
Mrs. Eli Sandperl (Emil Tamm Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jake E. Sigoloff 
Graduation of Son of MR. AND MRS. SIMON KOSKI 
Mrs. Nelson Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Birthday of MR. MARSHALL KRAMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Recovery of MRS. ANN KREICHMAN 
Mrs. Irving Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Ms. Pat Goetz (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brandon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MR. STANLEY KUSM1N 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Hyman (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. SIDNEY LADENHEIM 
Mrs. Carl Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Recovery of FRANCES LANE 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
First Grandson to MR. AND MRS. MANUEL LASKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Special Birthday of MR. LOUIS LE1PZIGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Recovery of MR. SHELDON R. LENDING 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Barken 
Marriage of Grandson of MRS. I. LENDING 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Birthday of MR. CURT B. LEVI 
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Goralnik (Ralph Hirsch Memorial Fund for Cancer Research) 
Mrs. H. Harf 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT L. LEVIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas V. Levin. II (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Recovery of MR. RICHARD LEVIN 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
New Grandchild to MR. AND MRS. ROBERT LEV1NSOHN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bierman (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Dickler 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. EDGAR LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow (Paula and Ludwig Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. JOHN LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ruwitch (Joseph and Elizabeth Ruwitch Endowment Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LAWTON LEVY, JR. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Seasongood (Seasongood Research Fund) 
Marriage of MR. AND MRS. STANLEY LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baizer 
Graduation of MR. MARK LEWEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Weinhaus (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Birthday of MR. LEE LIBERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Baer, II (Arthur B. Baer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cronheim (Lewis Bettman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Epstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Godiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Goldberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Goldsticker, Jr. (Helen and Walter Wolff Cardiovascular 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensfelder (Bernard L. Liberman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jablonow 
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Kay (Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Kay Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Kleban 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Meissner. Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert P. Moog (Hubert P. Moog Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Probstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Roos (Selma K. Roos Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Sale 
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Samuels 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schapiro 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig. Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Schweizer (Helen and Walter Wolff Cardiovascular Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shifrin 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Stein (Mary Ann and Elliot Stein Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Steiner (Helen and Walter Wolff Cardiovascular Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner (Cancer Research Fund) 
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Tribute Fund 
Donor In Honor of 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LOUIS LIPPE 
(Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Ash 
Mr. and Mrs  Charles Bierman 
Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
Mrs. Betty Pallo 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt 
Mrs. Joseph Roufa 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shapiro 
Mrs. J. L. Spiegel 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Susman 
New Home to MR. AND MRS. LOUIS LIPPE 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin L. Siwak and Family (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
 Birthday of MRS. DONN LIPTON 
Ms. Nancy Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cornbleet (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shanfeld 
Birthday of MRS. BENJAMIN M. LOEB 
Mrs. Julia Gruenfeld (Benjamin M. Loeb Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. CORINE LOEB 
Mrs. Isadore Dankner (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of MS. JANIE LOITMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Slosberg 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LEONARD LUCK 
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Abrams (Joseph Abrams Heart Research Fund) 
Marriage of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT LUNDQUIST 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hilb (Julian Simon Fund) 
Graduation of GREGG LYSS 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Byers 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kessler 
Fine Nursing Care of EDNA MALEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rotenberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of MR. DON MANHOL 
Mr  and Mrs. Myles Tenzer (Max Tenzer Cancer Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. FRITZ MANN 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Drazen 
Mrs  Julia Gruenfeld 
Recovery of Mother of MR. AND MRS. MELVYN MARCUS 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Golman (Rehabilitation Research Fund) 
Graduation of MR. ARTHUR S. MARGULIS, JR. 
Mrs. Radine Caster Levy (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MR. DONALD MARKOWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Solov 
Recovery of MRS. EDNA MATHES 
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Bronstein (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Dena Cohen (Dena and Julius Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. Rosalind M. Mintz (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Reynolds 
Special Birthday of MRS. SELMA MAYER 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Fund) 
Mrs. Eli Sandperl (Emil Tamm Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. ESTHER MEDOL 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Goldschmidt 
Recovery of MR. PERRY MEHLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs, Jerry Chod (Heart Research Fund) 
Ms. Elsie Lee Forb (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Frager (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ghertner (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gidlow 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldstein (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Goodman 
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Goodman (Irven Dubinsky Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Grosser (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Portnoy (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Press (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr  and Mrs. Donald Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Schear (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee K. Schwartz 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scissors (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Silk (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Turner (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Mr  and Mrs. Les Weil (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Calvin Weiss (Dental Care for the Retarded Fund) 
Birthdays of DR. AND MRS. HERMAN MEYER 
(Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Jerome E. Cook 
Mr  and Mrs. Raymond A. Epstein 
Mrs. Carl Glaser (Alvin Arndt Abramson Scholarship Fund) 
Donor In Honor of 
Mrs. Josephine Herzfeld 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Heyman 
Dr. and Mrs. Louis Heyman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Heyman 
Mrs. Marion G. Jacobson 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mange 
Mrs. Henry Nankin 
Mrs. Florence Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Ziskind 
Birthday of MRS. HERMAN MEYER 
Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. HERMAN MEYER 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Heyman (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. JULIAN MEYER 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin S. Harris 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT MEYERS 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mange (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. CHARLES MEYERSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mange (Dr. and Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MR. HARRY MILTON 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berwald 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan H. Burgheim 
Mrs. Alfred Goldman (Dr. Alfred Goldman Pulmonary Fund) 
Mr. I. Ely Goldstein (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
Mr. Nathan Margolin 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Meyer (Dr. Llewellyn Sale, Sr. Fund) 
Mr. Harvey Nathanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sherman (Mr. and Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. J. L. Weiner (Mr. and Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Wollman (Mr. and Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment Fund) 
Recovery of MR. HARRY MILTON 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berwald 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Shapiro (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MR. SAM MILTON 
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Schwab 
Recovery of MRS. LOTTIE MONTELL 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. Cohn 
Marriage of MISS LINDA MORGAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldstein 
Recovery of MR. DAVID MOULTON 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MR. STANLEY MULTIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. STANLEY MULTIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Irma Gerchen 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. HARRY MUSEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel (Heart Research Fund) 
Birthday of MR. HARVEY NATHANSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Mednikow 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard 
Recovery of MRS. JACK NEEDLES 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Heart Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. MONDELL NEEDLES 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Turner (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Graduation of DR. MICKI KLEARMAN NEIL 
Mrs. Sheri Schechter 
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Zimmerman 
Birthday of MRS. A. L. NETTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert P. Moog (Hubert P. Moog Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Rashbaum (Mabel and Simon Frank Fund) 
Graduation of DR. ROSALIND NEUMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gallop 
Graduation of MR. BEN NEWMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gallop 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. JAN NEWMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kaufman (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of DR. ISRAEL NEWMARK 
Mrs. Joseph Gitt 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ELI NISSENBAUM 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Wiedershine (Sam Flegel Fund) 
Anniversary of DR. AND MRS. JOSEPH M. ORENSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick M. Kipp 
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Donor In Honor of 
Birthday of JOSEPH M. ORENSTEIN, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick M. Kipp 
 Marriage of Granddaughter of MR. AND MRS. W. Z. OXENHANDLER 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Feldman (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. CARL PASS 
(Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Feldsher 
Miss Gussie Frenzel 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Handelman 
Mrs. Gertrude Kaplan 
Mrs. Margaret Kohn 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Krantz 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules L. Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Irv Rubenstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Les Weil 
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Weinreb 
New Grandchild to MR. AND MRS. EUGENE PEARLINE 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cohen (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cohen (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Mrs. Shirley Coltman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mrs. Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pearline (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. LESLIE PEARLMUTTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Pultman (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. GERHARD PETZALL 
Mrs. Margot Prinz 
Birthday of MR. ISADOR POGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Becker 
Mrs. Isadore Cohen (Isadore and Celia Cohen Cardiovascular Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen (Celia and Isadore Cohen Cardiovascular Fund) 
Mrs. Saul E. Cohn 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Handelman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Jay Koplar Family (Sadie R. Koplar Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Carl Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Weiss (Sadie R. Koplar Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. GOLDIE PORTNOY 
Mr. Leo S. Rosen (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. JULIA PRESTON 
Mrs. Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. LILLY PRIEBAT 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow (Ludwig and Paula Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
Marriage of Daughter of MR. AND MRS. RONALD PRINCE 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Marriage of Granddaughter of MRS. KURT PRINTZ 
Mrs. Louis Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of DR. J. G. PROBSTEIN 
Mrs. Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Steinback (Dr. Probstein Chapel Fund) 
Happy Father's Day to MR. LOUIS PUTZEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Putzel and Family (Helen and Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of DR. ED RAINEY 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Turner (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Birthday of MR. STANLEY RICHMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cronheim 
Mrs. Dorothy Schweich 
Mrs. Jenny N. Strauss (Leonard Strauss Memorial Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. GERALD RIMMEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Brickman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JOHN ROOS 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scharff (Selma K. Roos Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. JON ROOS 
Mrs. A. Fuller Glaser (Joseph and Corinne Glaser, Jr. Fund) 
Birthday of DR. HARRY ROSENBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scharff, Jr. (H. Lister Tuholske Fund) 
Marriage of MR. AND MRS. RICHARD ROSENBAUM 
Mr. Paul J. Levy 
Special Birthday of MR. SAM ROSENBLATT 
Mrs. lrven Dubinsky (Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Sam J. Freund (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gitt 
Mrs. Nelson Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lippe (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. J. Lewis Spiegel (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce White (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Donor 
Tribute Fund 
In Honor of 
 Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. GEORGE ROSENSCHEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gitt 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kutten 
Special Occasion of MR. AND MRS. NORMAN ROSENTHAL 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. NORMAN ROSENTHAL 
Mrs. Nelson L. Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shapiro, Jr. (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. HELEN ROSENTHAL 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shapiro, Jr. (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. DONALD ROSS 
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Fabric (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levinsohn (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sale 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Shapiro 
Mrs. Ruth Steinger (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
   Special Birthday of MRS. RICHARD L. ROSS 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Eiseman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT ROSS 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne McFarland (Florence and Bernie A. Ross Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watel (Florence and Bernie A. Ross Fund) 
Recovery of MR. FRED ROTH 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bader (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baizer 
Mrs. Nelson Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kraus 
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Levin (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman (Rose and Sam Feldman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poger (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shapiro (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Turner (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Calvin Weiss (Dental Care for the Retarded) 
Recovery of DR. DAVID ROTHMAN 
Dr. Robert Burstein (Ob-Gyn Fund—Dr. Burstein) 
Mrs. Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Dottie Nauman (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. BEN ROTMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert I. Graff (Dr. Ralph Graff's Cancer Research Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. ISADORE RUBEL 
Dr. and Mrs. John Shelton 
 Marriage of Granddaughter of MR. AND MRS. HARRY RUBENSTEIN 
Mrs. Bea Roufa (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Recovery of MR. ISADORE RUBIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bierman (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Fund) 
Mrs. Nelson L. Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lippe (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Saul L. Rubin (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sherman 
Graduation of Grandson of MRS. SAUL RUBIN 
Mrs. Rubin Cohen (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Fund) 
 Marriage of Granddaughter of MR. AND MRS. HARRY RUBINSTEIN 
Mrs. Betty Pallo (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Marriage of MR. AND MRS. DAVID SALNIKER 
Mrs. Carl Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. META SANGER 
Mrs. Ida Wolfsberg 
Recovery of MR. CHARLES SCHANG 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund for Heart Research) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. HARRY SCHARFF 
Dr. and Mrs. John Shelton 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. MAURICE SCHECHTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Baker (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ragin 
Recovery of DR. HAROLD SCHEFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Agatstein 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass (Carl and Esther Heifetz Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mrs. Edith Rabushka 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith 
Recovery of MRS. HERBERT SCHIELE 
Mr. and Mrs. J   A   Baer. II (A. B. Baer Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. GIDEON SCHILLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kutten 
Speedy Recovery of MR. HARRY SCHNEIDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kaufman (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
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Tribute Fund 
Donor                                                                           In Honor of 
 Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. IRVING SCHWARTZ 
Donor                                                                            In Honor of 
 Special Anniversary of DR. AND MRS. FRANZ U. STEINBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Drazen 
Mrs. Julia Gruenfeld 
Recovery of MELVIN STRASSNER 
» . 
Miss Gussie Frenzel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Miss Tillie Frenzel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. MYRON SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee K. Schwartz 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Bar Mitzvah of SCOTT SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Special Birthday of MR. JACK SCIALES 
Mrs. Ruth Berger (Heart Research Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. JEANETTE SHAPIRO 
Mrs. Julius Cohen (Dena and Julius Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. ROBERT SHAPIRO 
Mrs. Elinor G. Slosberg 
Mrs. Sam Weintraub 
Recovery of MRS. SYLVIA SHAPIRO 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Agatstein 
Recovery of MISS JEAN STRAUSS 
Mrs. Dena Cohen (Dena and Julius Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. JENNY STRAUSS 
Mr. and Mrs. James Singer (Leonard Strauss Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of MR. GEORGE STUDNA 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Rosenblum 
Good Health to MRS. EVA TENENBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kravin 
Special Birthday of MRS. MARILYN TIPTON 
• 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher 
Recovery of MRS. ARTHUR TUCKER 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig. Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. NAT TUCKER .   M Mrs. Perry Mehlman (Rose and Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. DOLLY SHARP Mr. and Mrs. Barney Klein (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. SAM TUCKER Mr. Max Barnholtz (Dr. Ralph Graff's Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. FRANK SHEAR Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Faintich (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Freedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Freedman 
Mrs. Elaine Grollman (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Fund) 
Miss Phyllis Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Sharon (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Miss Mildred Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Trortenberg (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. MOLLIE TURKEN 
Mrs. Alex Rubenstein 
Mr. Herbert Senturia (Ear. Nose, and Throat Research Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SHENKER 
Mr. Buddy Walton (Sam and Jeannette Koplar Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. HARRY SHERMAN 
■Ml 
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levin (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. HYMEN SHIFRIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. ROBERT SHOENBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stern and Florence Stern 
Special Birthday of MR. SYDNEY M. SHOENBERG, JR. 
Mr. Max Barnholtz (Dr. Ralph Graff's Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kravin 
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Weinhaus (Cancer Research Fund) 
Marriage of Granddaughter of MR. AND MRS. MEYER K. WEIL 
Mrs. Ruth Stampfer (Meyer and Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Fund) 
Recovery of MR. FRED WEILER 
Mr. Elvin K. Popper 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Zwick 
Recovery of MRS. SIDNEY SHOENBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Zwick 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. DAVID SHORES 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LEO SIGOLOFF 
(Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Miss Gussie Frenzel 
Miss Tillie Frenzel 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Recovery of MR. ABE SILVERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
New Arrival to DR. AND MRS. ROBERT SILVERS 
Mrs. Fred S. Lederman (Diabetes Research Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. ROSE WEISL 
Mrs. Joel Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. MOLLIE WERTHEIMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ratkin 
Birthday of MRS. ESTHER WETNER 
Mrs. Charles Goldman (Dr. Alfred Goldman Pulmonary Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. EDWARD WIDES 
Dr. and Mrs. Shale Rifkin (Dr. Jerome I. Simon Medical Library Fund) 
Recovery of MR. HARVEY WITTCOFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Leidner 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Marcus 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Steinbach (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. RALPH WOLFF 
Ms. Paula M. Leonard (Carl and Esther Heifetz Memorial Library Fund) 
Birthday of MR. RICHARD WOLFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Rosenberg 
Birthday of MRS. DORA YANOW 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Fagin and Family (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. AUBREY YAWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Laba 
"Thank you" to DR. J. LESTER ZEFFREN 
Mrs. Marilyn Gelber (Irving Brin Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of Mother of MR. AND MRS. STANFORD ZIMMERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gallop 
Birthday of MR. EMIL ZISKIND 
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frankel (Alvin Arndt Abramson Nurses Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Klein 
New Arrival to MR. AND MRS. MARK ZORENSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Toder (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. MILTON ZORENSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
ZORENSKY Grandchildren 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Randy Hammer (Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN 
Mrs. Frieda Blank (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. Paul Blank (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Feinstein (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of MR. JAMES A. SINGER 
ii l 
■ 
Mrs. Jenny N. Strauss (Leonard Strauss Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of MR. ABE SMALL 
Miss Leona Fuchs 
Recovery of MR. ELWIN SMITH 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donn Lipton 
Birthday of MRS. BONITA SMOLLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Meyerhardt (Dr. Milton Meyerhardt Fund) 
Graduation of Grandson of MRS. HENRY SOLAR 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MR. MANNY SOLL 
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Krout (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. SAM SOULE 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Prince (Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
New Grandson to MR. AND MRS. ROBERT SPECTOR 
Mr. and Mrs. Manny Averbuch (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Kravitz (Milton E. Kravitz Memorial Heart Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of MR. JACK SPEWAK 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
DONATIONS 
Mrs. Anna Agris (Chapel Fund) 
Mrs. Goldie Epstein 
Mrs. Ida Joseph (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lite 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Littman (Jerry Kaiser-lrma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Ms. Jan Newman 
Mrs. Mildred Rosenberg 
Mrs. Cornell Wohl 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Fund) 
Marriage of MISS SUSAN SPRUNG 
Mr  and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Langsdorf New Americans Fund) 
. . In Thank You to STAFF OF DIVISION 8800 and 8900 
Mrs. Fred D. Rutherford (Heart Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. DAN STANTON 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow (Paula and Ludwig Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
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Clover Garden 
The Jewish Hospital Clover Garden is 
now selling special floral arrangements 
molded into the shapes of animals, 
candies, clowns and dolls. Originator 
Lana Applebaum (Mrs. Myron) named 
these fresh flower gifts "Anns" after her 
terminally ill 5-year-old niece. Mrs. 
Applebaum conducted a two-day work- 
shop, where she taught Clover Garden 
workers and volunteers how to make the 
special arrangements, below. Bobbie 
Blum (Mrs. Alan), Clover Garden chair- 
man, looks on as Mrs. Applebaum, pic- 
tured above, at right, explains the art of 
Arin-making. These arrangements are 
available only at the Clover Garden and 
range in price from $3.75 to $27.50. It is 




Al Wiman, of KMOX-TV News, was so impressed with care he received from Jewish Hospital X-ray Technician Donna 
Fierce that he returned with a cameraman to tape a feature about her for the evening news. 
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